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SUit IARY 
The pularographic reduction of ortho-, ~~_ta- and para-nitroaniline 
(togvther with sooe of their substituted derivatives) has been studied in 
quuous solution and under various conditions of pH and teoperature . 
Quantito.tive oeasurer;:ients have been oade of polarographic "spike " 
1.axima . Anooclous current-tine curves obtcined in the r egion of these oaxiDa 
have shown th t the reduction products of the nitroanilines are adsorbed 
at the uercury-s olution interface. 
The r elationship between the half-wave potential and pH is 
report1::d over a weakly acidic pH range . The results obtained dir'fer froo 
those of pr8vious v.'orkers . This has been attributed to different adsorption 
behaviour at different orders of concentration . 
It has been deuonstrated that under carefully chosen experioental 
cunditions, at lecst, study of the variation of the diffusion current with 
t~1...perature is a practical oeans of polarographic investigation. 
The current-potential relationship and the oeaning of the quantities 
usually oeasured by polarogr aphers has been discussed in sooe depth. 
Particular attention has been paid to tenperature dependence and to the 
i plications of consecutive electr ochenical reductions proceeding at the 
el ctrode . 
On the basis of this discussion a technique has been dev E: loped for 
the analysis of polarographic teoperature do.ta using an electronic couputer . 
(v) 
J.t is shov1n thc..t the analysis of polarogr aphic currents at varying tenper at-
ures is likely to yield oore inforoation concerning consecutive 8lectro-
cheoical p r ocesses than conventional "logarithoic plots " . 
11he technique developed is one vihich oay -with sooe adaptation prove 
i ' general applicability in the study of polar ogr aphic s y steras . 
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PREFACE 
In recent years the tendency has been for "classical" direct current 
polarography to fall into disuse, other than as a purely analytical tool . 
With thG availability of Dore sophisticated equipuent tho interest of uiany 
foroer workers in this field has shifted to the newer electrocheDical 
"relaxation" techniques . However , the increasing sophistication of equipment 
has also oJened ne~ possibilities in the older field . 
EquipDent is now available which allows investigation at lower depolar -
iser concentrations than forDerly . This oeans that any complications introd-
uced by th8 use of caxioun sup pressors can now be avoided. Surface active 
agents hav~ traditionally been adued to polarographic solutions to suppress 
1;iaxir:1a . Several authors have pointed out that this practice may couplic e!.te 
the interpretation of results by interfering with the basic electrode 
procE-sses. Textbooks , however, principally with the n8eds of the anclyst 
in Llind, have generally continued to reconnend t he adL1i tion of ge latine , or 
~ detergent, without w~rning of possible conplications . 
An alternative, but not well known oethod of dealing with the 1Jr ou _ (.;;.J .J. 
of uaxima, c0nsists in l owering the concentration of the depolariser until 
tho 00.xi- 'UI:1 either disappears, or is at least sufficiently r educed. so a s 
not to int rfore with oeasureoents of the polarographic wave . This was t he 
ri1cthod fvll~.r.-1Gd in t he investig .::tion reporteJ here . De sides elirJinELting the 
side 0i'fects of surfactclilts , this t echnique Las tee adued advantl'..ge of fa.cil-
it[..ti:u.b stu.-y of the L.12.xina ther.1sc.lvvs, a field which has never b8en adcqua-ce-
Ly investigated. But the o,Jst ioportn.nt c.clv211tc..ge, and an unexpected one at 
(xii) 
that, is that these conditions of low depolariser concentration and absence 
of surfactant L1atcrial allo'd useful conclusions to be drawn frora poll'.rogra1)hic 
Qeasure o ts taken over a range of te0per&tures - a method of investiGation 
cou1L10n in wost fields of cher,1istry, but previously neglectecl in polarography. 
• ~ 1 c , l • - ~ 
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Soct3.on 1 IN'rtlODUCTION 
1 .1 Origins of the 11)..Y..§ s -c~ga tion 
In 1954, Rollock, harsen and Exner ( 1 ) concluded from polarog~aphic 
data that stron intra-molecular hydrogen bondi~g was present in 





valurrn r or p_~-_,2:.--sub. ti tut,, , nitrobenz3nes in ascendins order of 
potontia,l o 1n th2 etbsence o= hyJ1·0 0 e:1 oor ding , th0:r cla i ::ned that the 
cor:r-espond:.i_ng or_!Q..Q_-substitutc.d ni-crobenzenes should follow the s2.me order 
in E_i /
2
• As 2 -ni t.coa!1ilina departec-l m-..rkE:;dly fron this predicted order, 
the conclusion w2_s that the am:.i_no hydrogen v10,s strongly bonded to the nitro 
5- Ol1.p. ,~ ~- '-rn""'pol ~ . ..l..-i 0·1 v_._ '-' '-" _.._..... V...L.. ,.. 
to p:-I = 0 . 
However, E2mbly( 2 ) concluded fro~ spectroJcopic evidence that interncl 
hydrogen bondin
0 
of _s:,r_il-)~-subs ti tuteri primar·y arooatic amines was consider-
ably vreake::. than :i.n the cas e of the corresponding phenols or secondary 
t.mines . Hambly was also critical of some aspects of the work of Halle ck 
et al . , notably of the fact that the E1/ 2 value for the unsubstituted nitro-
benzene was not consis ·c-:;~1·J Vi_;_~n G!1GS8 \:..:,lt...vu G,./v<.1,ined for meta- substitutsd 
--
nitrobenzenes , uhich according to these workers gave a nearly constant va lue . 
Tho present work was therefore initiated to re - examine some aspects of 
the work of Holle ck and his co-· rorke~s and a t the sa!Ile time to make a general 
study of the elec·croch 0 ni c8.l behaviot:r of the ni troanilines . 
--2-
The 1ork of Halleck et al. relied on values of the half - wave potential 
obtained by extrapolation to pH = O. A study of t ho effect of pH on E1; 2 
v1 s thus c..n obvious st~.r-t:i.ng p0fnt f'o:'.' t hg ~-f1"P5tigation . 
. An initial survey w2.s c 2-_Tiorl out o~ thp, E1 / 2 - pH relations for 
ortho_- , I'le~a - and arP..· ·ni troanilin'3 and r,o ::e o? ·cheir methyl-- and chloro -
suust-i.tutcc1 deri·rati~.~1;s. This filJ1.-vey v;.3.s unoble to confirm the extrapolatoc~ 
. ·'~, /
2 
values reported by Hollo cl-: et -:1, 1.,.,01· pa!'2:.--ni tro2.:.~-~lil1e . Nor could the 
resul·cs of Shro,rtJ c.nd i'iia~'.'khar1 ( 3 ) fo ·c:.1i0 corrrnovnd be conf~_rmed . 
In their solutions the latter m.1-tho:-s ussr\. 2, h=i.gh concentx-o.tion of 





\vas also examined , ou--c the rcsu:i..·cs 3-c.i...LJ.. ~-ailed -co agree \,ith 
tl1osc of Shreve and ii-'.r:1.rl~h'.:m . 
r olccules) could be ~ads on th~ ½Rsis of the E1 / 2 - pH relat~ons obtained in 
this investigation. EJving(Lf-) , in 2,n 2,uthor2.tive review on the '1Var·iati on 
of the Half -VI ave Potsntial of 0:..--ganic Cor:1pounds with pH" points out the T··-i ,-i r 
range of _possible I" elations which 112..y be obtained in various instances. 
U .,_ . .A.. t· . f .A.." ~ ~lva lV8 ln Ol~aLlOTI, hov:ever, m:1.y only be. readily obtained in some 
spe cif:i.c cas8s. 
A me ens cf i:rives t\'.:: 1. tio~1 ·:;2.s -t:.:1us soush t wh~-c~1 would provide quanti t--
:... t · ve data fo_ tne po~_a::-c-._--2.uhic recl:,1cG tior_s c::.:· the ni-::;roc:1.nil:i nes and nhich 
'- . 
polRrographic data suggested themselves u.s a potentially fruitful method . 
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1 • 3 Temperature and Polarogr aphi c Data - t he Diffusion Coefficient 
Although textbool~s on polarography usually report approximate tempera~ure 
coefficients for the diff usion current and half-wave po tential , published work 
in t he field contains very few studies based on results obtained at various 
temperatures . This is a most unusual situation to find in a branch of 
electrochemistry , where the absence of work on such an important and readily 
controlled parameter might often lead to a suspicion of some t he oretical 
uncertainty . 
A _p ri1J1ary r eason for the scE'.rci.J.7 of s uch work in polarography may be, 
in fact, related to some doubt concer nin~ t he significance of t he diffusion 
coefficient, D, which is the principal t emperat~~e dependent quantity in 
mos t polarographic eque,tions . T11e widespi,.. ead p:ractice of compo,rin5 vc,lues 
of D obtained from polarographic equations , not with t he oretically calculatr·d 
figures, but with other empirical values , wo uld seem to po i nt to t hi s . 
This state of affairs has arisen because, under the experimental 
conditions usually employed in polarogr aphy , it has been difficult to expre~s 
D as a reas0r..able f'nnction of kno'.7n p2rameters . For example , t he Einstein -
Stoke s equation,ic, 
· In this equation R_ is the gas constant, T t he absolute t emperatur e 
(in degrees Kelvin) , N Ts Avogadr o ' s number, r t he r adius of t he mole cule 
and n the viscosity. Units t nroughout will be expressed in the c.g.s. 
sys t em excep t where otherwise stated in t11e text and vri th t he specific 
exception that R, other than in eouation (1 . 1) TTill be expressed in calories 
~er degree per ';010 . This, ill b; consis tent with the expression of the 
Faraday constant , F, in calories 1)er volt per equivalent whe r ever the r atios 
B/f or l/B_ occu . = 




6TINr ( 1 / (i ) ' ...•.• (1 .1) 
vhich would be a useful relation if the dependence of 11 on T were known, 1s \ 
no t generally applicable . 
A principal difficulty in applying this equation results from t he 
common practice of adding surface active materials to polarographic solutions. 
Almost invariably, these substances are present in sufficient concentration 
to exert a significant influence on the viscosity . This means that a separate 
series of experiments is necessary to tabulate the viscosity of a particular 
solution at a series of temperatures. Reference tables of the viscosities 
of most commonly used base electrolyte solutions are available in the 
literature*, but these cannot be relied upon when surfactant material is 
) resent, or, for that matter , when the depolariser concentration is a sig-
nificant fraction of the concentration of base electrolyte, so that it too 
can affect viscosity. 
A s econd difficulty in using the Einstein-Stokes equation is more 
fundamental . The equation is derived ideally for a large sphere in an 
infinite medium. Thus, in practice, the molecular species of interes t should 
be significantly larger than other species present in solution. The species 
should also be present only in dilute concentration. 
* In this investigation tabulated values i n the literature for t he base 
electrolyte solutions employed showed t nat t he viscosity could be reasonably 
well described by t he r el a tion 
( 1 / r;) = w~( - u/T) ...... (1 .1 a) 
where W and u are em.1:)irical constants . 
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To summarise, then, use of relation (1 .1 ) in polarographic work is 
practical only under t he following conditions : 
(i) surface active materials must be absent; 
(ii) a base electrolyte solution n-_us t be used ,·1hose viscosity is tabulated 
agains t temperature; and 
(iii) the depolariser must have a large molecular size compared with other 
species present and must be present itself only in dilute solution. 
All these conditions have ap1Jl:i_ed in the present investigation . Thus 
it has seemed worthwhile to investigate whether experimental results can be 
obtained which are consistent with a sensible value for the molecular r adius 
of the depolariser. A figure in accordance nith bond length data can be 
taken as confirming t hat the Einstein-Stokes 1·ela·~ion is applicable to polar-
ography under the conditions given above . 
1 • 4 
Tne Ilkovic equation for the polarographic diffusion current was derived 
originally for the simple case of linear diffusion to a stationary plane 
electrode . For such a c3se, involving an n electron reduction with an 
initial depolariser concentration C, tne current flowing to a unit area of 
the electrode surface can be expressed by : 
. . ... . (1 . 2) 
where xis the perpendicular distance from the electrode . Tne origin for x 
is not taken strictly at t~e surface of tne electrode, but at a point in 
the solution close to t he surface. T~is is done to avoid sharp 
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discontinui ties at the electrode surface . The derivative term thus represents 
tho concentration gradient of the depolariser at a po i nt in the solution close 
to the elect:ode surface. 
Now it can be estf~bl:i shP.c,_ fro111 the fundaTT1en ta.l equations of linear 
diffusion (see Rendles(S), for example) t hat after t seconds t he concentrat ion 
gre.dient , 
c'C C(TIDt)-1/ 2 (2-:~)x=O = .• . ... (1.3) 
and on substitution into (1 . 2), the total current flowing to t he electrode 
nfter t seconds is 
.•.... (1 .4) 
In extending this equation t o cove r the case of diffusion to an 
d . (73)1/2 . GX1Jan ing mercury drop , Ilkovic introduced the f actor This factor 
was s nm7n (for exa1:1p l e , by vol1 St'=l,ckelberg( 6)) to be necessary to compens llte 
fo r the continuous expansion of the electrode surface , since t he t hickness 
of the diffusion l ayer ( the layer 0 1 solution adjacent to the electrode whi8n 
becomes depleted of depolariser mole cules as they diffuse to the electrode~ 
did not t hbn grovr as rapidly as at 2. stationa1~y electrode . 
Now tht:: area of a merc u:c-y drop , expressed. in terms of its weight, 
(after time t), wt' and the density of mer curr, d , can be derived as Hg 
follows : 
Are a of ~0rcury drop 
•") 
L:Il(rL'rlius of drop )c ...... (1 . 5) 
and 




But the drop woight , 
= ( drop volume) dHri 
u 
..•... (1 . 7 ) 
Hence , 
drop r adi us = -,- .. -1~ (2) I// 
3 
...... (1. 8) 
o.nd therefore 
area of m8rcury drop = 
7. 
l-_3·:;t X 1 0 - J 12/ 3 4n 4Ild I Hg J . . . ... (1 . 9) 
wnere the factoT 10-·3 ar:;.ses f:;_~on the conventional practic e of expr ess i ng 
the drop weight in n3. re.the~· tllan g. 
Now wt is tne produ~t of~ &~d the rate o~ flow of ·ercury , m, 
(expr essed in m
0
r/sec . ) 2:r1i on su'Js.J...itl:tion lnto (1 .4), tJ.·1e total current 
flowing to a cl:i.·opping nercury electrode after t seconc.s is 
l.,_ = 
.••• .• (1 .1 0) 
.., 
1.hich~ on substitntirig ay_flropriate values for t he Farc1,da.y canst nt, ~ ' and 
. h ,:i • .1.. f .J.... 25 o C b .,_ c- 0 '..lensil,y o mercury au , ec'.""'11.e3··· 
.... . . (1 . 11) 
~is equaticn rep~es en~s the instan~eneous current flowing to the 
electrode at rny ti;'18, t. If th~ drop ti::ie , p, is substituted fc:' t, (1 . 11) 
---- --··- ----· - - ----· - · 
:';, In this c~se~ Fis expressed in coulo~½s per equivalent, so th~t 
CU''rents are in micro=ar.iperes ( -~----- 1...'...pvl~ :i.. .. ~_sl;r c o~1~ ..... r...b:.:.i.ti~_1 is in L1- .i..10:. s 
I · 1.) . P1.. t'"':_-'_ i ~ :; _. which o.re coavention..ally referred to the saturated 
Ct...lomel electrode, '7rill suelly be exp::. e!::sec. .r1sre in vol ts referred to the 
no:!.'me.l .1yctrogen electrode . Tne exceptions will be indicated in the text . 
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will represent the current flowing at the end of the drop life . Measure-
ment of the current at this stage is a practice which is now frequently 
recommended( 7 ) , (S) in the literature and which has been steadily replacing 
the older method of measuring the average current over the life of the mercury 
drop . However, in this investigation, the equipment available was much more 
conveniently used to measure average currents, so that t he older prectice has 
been the one used throughout in the experimental part of the Jresent work . 
This is indicated in the text by placing a bar(- ) over quantitiGs measured 
or derived for average currents . 
To obtain the average diffusion cur1ent, id, (1 .11) must be integra ted 
over the 1i1i10le of the drop life and divided by the drop time, [3, so that 
= 
( 1 )6(708 ~ nD1/2,~ ... ~/3(.).7/6) 73 7 . ' V- f-' 
.. .. . . (1 . 12) 
which is tne orie;inal form of thE:; Ilko vi c 2quation . 
Now, the nwnerical facto r 607 . 0 includes some t rnpe r atur a dependent 
terms , so that to establish the temperature dependence of id it is necessary 
to return to ( 1 . 10). 1 or ave1 age current measurements, ( 1 .1 0) must be rnul t-
6 iplied by the factor 
7
, tl 8 dcriv~tion of wnic1 is clear from (1 .12), and t 
mus t be rerl2ced by [3. Then, on re-arranging and replacing m[3 by w (the drop 
,might ot ticie ~) , ( 1 • 1 u) can bo rc\:ri t tL-n e.s : 
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The factor (;)1/ 2 (=1 . 5275) , the significance of which has been ex-
plained above, was derived by considering a sphere expanding from a fixed 
centre . This model does not correspond to the case of the dropping mercury 
lectrode , which grows from :L stationary capillary orifice. The centre of 
the drop actually has a downward velocity. De Levie( 9) has shown that t his 
113/2 _ 33/2 
consider ation leads to a slightly different factor, viz. 3/ 2 (=1 . 5052) . 4 X 3 
Using De Levie 's coefficient in place of (1)1/ 2 and grouping it with 3 
several other temperature independent quantities as 
...•.. (1.14) 
enables ( 1 . 13) to be re--expres sed in the form 
...... (1 .15) 
where only dHg' ~ and Dare temperature dependent . (In t his investigation 
w has been found to be effectively independent of temperature. See below.) 
Te density of mercury has been accurately tabulated over a wide range of 
temperntures( 1o) and~ is re adily obtained experimentally , so that it can be 
seen that the temperatur8 dependence of ..:..dis easily found from that of D. 
The problem now is to relate Ilkovic's diffusion current, id, to a 
quantity which can be conveniently measured experimentally . 
.Ari assumption i mplicit in the derivation of id given above was that all 
the depolariser mole cules arriving at the ele c t rode surface underwent re-
duction . Vhether this is actually the case depends on the potential of the 
ele ctrode. Clearly, the higher the potential, t he more likely it is that 
-10-
this condition is fulfilled . It can be seen, then, that id (as given by 
equation (1 .1 5)) is in f act a limiting case, for high potential , of the current-
potential relationship for the whole of the polarographic wave . Strictly 
speaking, it follows that id should be measured by taking the difference 
betvl8en a point at high potential on the upper plateau of the wave and a 
1>oint at the same potential on a residual current curve obtained in the 
absence of the depolariser, but otnerwise with an identical solution. This 
"difference" method of mec1surement is not always practicable or convenient. 
Another method of measurement (which has been used almost entirely in 
this inves tigation) relies on extrapolating the upper and lower plateaux of 
tne wave and measuring the distance between the lines ob tained at the nalf-
wave po t ential. This "extrapolat ion" met11od agrees quite well with id as 
predicted by the Ilkovic equati on when t he polarogr aphic wave being studied 
is one whic11 rises very sharply. For a wave with a lower current-potent ial 
gradient, however, the Ilkovic equation predicts a hi gher current t han t hat 
actually obtained by t he extrapolation me t hod . This corre sponds to the s it-
uation usually described in the po l arogr aphic literature by the t erm 
"irreversible". i or t1ese w2,,ves t he temperature dependence must be found 
by a more complex treatment. 
1 . 5 Tempe r atur e and Polaro6raphic Date. - Irrevers i bility 
The significance o ~ the diffusion coefficient is no t the only problem 
1indering studies of t he effect of tempera ture in polar ography . Further 
difficulties are introduced if the polarographic r eductions studied are 
" . irreversible " . 
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As Elving( 4) has pointed out, t here is no fundamental diff erenc e 
bet,een "revers ible" and "irreversible" electrochemical reactions . The dis-
tinction is related only to the magnitudes of the kinetic constants of t he 
ste1>s in t he overall electrode pr ocess . In polarography , there has been no 
unanimous agreement on the usage of t hese terms . In practice t he t er m 
"reversible" has been used to describe those waves rising very sharply to the 
upper plateau, while "irreversible" has been used to describe the ri.ore elong-
ated waves having a lower current-potential gradient. The former correspond 
to r eactions with a high value of the spe cif ic heterogeneous rate constant 
for the over all process, while irreversible waves correspond to reactions 
.,ith low valuE:s for t he rate constant . 
The temperature dependence for irreversible reductions can only be ob -
tained by considering the relationship between current and potential over the 
;rhole of the polarographic wave . The most 
(at leost in the case of linear diffusion) 
general solution for t his r elation 
. ( 11 ) has been found by Koute cky , 
who defined a paramet er invo lving t he rate constants, kf and¾ of t he for-
ward and reverse electrode re actions. This par amete r may be written* as 
~: The notation used in Koutecky' s paper has been changed in certain r espects . 
For example, H her e repr esents X1 in the original paper . ,In addition , De 
Levie ' s constant (1 . 5052) has been used to replace ( 7 )1 / 2 and t he approxim-
ation made that t he diffusion coefficients of the oxi~ised (ox) and r educed 
(rttd) forms of the depolaris er are equal. In Section 1 .3 it was shown that 
lle diffusion coefficient was inversely proportional to the radius of the 
1olecule . ~or the nitroanilines t ~ere is little difference between t he s izes 
of the oxidised and reduced fo r ms. Thus , the diffusion coefficients can be 
equated, so t hat 1/ 2 (DOx) = (D ) 1 /2 = (D) 1 /2 . Red 
In his original paper Koutecky ~rote (1 .16) in the form 
H = k (D )-1/2 + k (D )-1/2 f Ox -D Red 
.... .. , 
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H = __ 2 _ (kf + k ) D- 1 /2fJ1 / 2 1 • 505 2 --b 
. .• • •. (1 . 16) 
kf and¾ depend on the potential , E , and may be defi ned a ccor ding to the 





l nd = 









. µ e~( -6G;~T) 
+ 
µ exp( - 6G~/~T) 
..•••• (1.1 7) 
• • .•.. (1 . 18) 
.•.• ., (1.19) 
.•.•. • ( 1 • 20) 
where~ and Qare , respectively , the constants of Boltzman and Planck , µ is 
+ 
the "thickness of the reaction layer", a, the t r ansfer coefficient:;: and tic~; 
+ 
anu 6G; the activation energies for the forward (reduction) and backward 
(oxidisation) processes . For the present n will be taken to have the s~me a 
significance as n. A distinction will be drawn later . 
Koutecky ' s treatment generalised the Ilkovic equation to cover the case 
of the limiting anodic current as well as the limiting cathodic current. 
This was done by modifying the concentration term in Ilkovic ' s equation. 
In effect , for the particular case being considered in this investigation, 
C.1. Reilley( 13 ) defines the transfer coefficient (sometimes called 
the symmetry factor) as ''the fraction of the total energy, na~6E , that acts 
to decrease the height of the energy barrier for the cathodic reaction" . 
6E in Heilley's statement represents E in the ~resent discussion. 
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C in equation (1 . 15) was replaced by B, where, in the present instance* 
kfC 
B = k k .• . •.• ( 1 • 21 ) 
f + -0 
Koutecky now expressed the current, iE, at any potential, E, in t erms 
of the limiting Ilkovic diffusion cur rent and a function, ¢(H), of the pot-
ential dependent parameter H, so that 
.. . . . . (1 . 22) 
~o large values of H (greater than about 350) , j(H) = 1. If H re aches such 
a large value very quickly as the negative potential is increased , then the 
polarographic wave is 11 reversible" . 
In t he present investigetion , the current has been measured by an ex-
trapolation procedure t hr ough t he half -wave potential . E C ·""'n +·-"'refo"'e 1 ; 2 c.c l ud G - _ 
be substituted for E in (1 . 17) and (1 . 18) so that~ might now be aptly 
described as t he half-wave current, and written i 1 ; 2 • 
Heber and Koutecky ( 14) have been able to show tha t ¢( H) can be accura-::l.:· · 
ly represented by a power series expansion of H which is asymptotic to >6(H) _ 
(Actually , depending on the value of H, t wo different series are used.) 
Bearing in mind , then, tha t E1 / 2 has replaced E in ( 1 . 1 7) and ( 1 . 1 8) , 'f1 ; 2 
'• ,,.
B 
In the original p2..p0r, Kout ecky had , in eff ect, 
= 
(D )-1/2 
Ox k (D )-1 / 2 
f Ox 
+ k. (D )-1/2 
--b :H.ed 
In th2 present study , however, t he initial bulk concentration of t he reductio_;. 
product is zer o and the diffusion coeffici8nts can be cancelled by using t l 8 
a~pr oximation made previously. 
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(1'c r ec:.,surements averaged over tha drop life) can be derived as: 
,,-.ltl- re, according to Weber and Koutecky , for H ~ 2 . 85 
00 
= J..(n)1 /2 \ ( 7 ) y .HJ 
2 /:; 7+3j J 





\ 7 - j 
1 + L ( 7 3 . )w .H-
- J J j=1 
= 1 
= 
-P( - 3/7) 
= U) j-1 ( - p ( - 3 /7 ) j ) 
2 e I( ( 1+2 )/~_) 
r( c1+1 )/2) 
hure I is the Euler Grmni 'l, _ rnrtion. 
•••• •. ( 1 • 23) 
• •.••• ( 1 • 24~) 
...•. . ( 1 . 24b) 
•• .. .. (1.25 ::, ) 
( 
,' r. 
• • •••• l o L-. ~·J, 
- ; 
• •••.• ('1 . 2C) 
I,~atsuda and Ayabe ( 15 ) derived ~ single equation cor1 esponding to bot~-
(1 .23) and (1 .24a). kathematically, their treatment is equivalent to that 
of \'eber 2.nd Kout e cky. Smith, McCord and Hung, who discussed both the Koutec~<r 
n.nd Niatsuda forms of equation (1 . 23) in a recent publication(
16
), fail to 
1 Jint out that 1veber and Koutecky use ( 1 • 24a) only for low values of H. 
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. (12) 
It is worth noting that the approximate treatments used by Delahay 
and Randles(S) , which lead to a simpler expression for j(H), viz., 
1 
j(il) = i2(TI)1/2if f O y2/ 3~(H2y/4)erfc(Hy1/ 2/2) dy •••••• ( 1 • 27) 
where y = t/~, are not exactly equivalent to Koutecky's. According to 
Randles , the limiting case of ¢(H)= 1 is reached for H greater than about 40. 
(Has defined here is twice as large as the t erm H used by Randles.) Agree-
ment between the tabulated values of Randles and Koutecky is satisfactory 
only for H less than about 0.1. However, this approximate treatment is more 
nmenable to straightforward mathematical handling than that of Koutecky. This 
makes it useful for obtaining qualitative information about the polarographic 
wave . Once this is done it is often possible to obtain more quantitative 
data by analogy with Koutecky 's more exact treatment. 
It is clear from the theory of irreversible waves outlined above t hat, 
in principle, prediction of the tempera ture dependence of the polarographic 
current for irreversible waves is possible on the same basis (i.e., knowledge 
of an explicit temperature r elation for D) as for reversible waves. In 
practice, however , t he process is mathematically much more t edious. There 
are also additional parameters which must be assigned values. For the re-
vers ible case , t he radius of t he depolariser molecule was the only "unknown" 
parameter. For irrev0rsible waves values must be assigned, as well, t 0 t he 
transfer coefficient, the activation energies for the forwo,rd and r everse 
r~actions and the thicknes s of the r eaction layer. (The reaction layer 
thickness, according to Miller( 17 ) , has a magnitude of the 01'der of 10- 3 cm. 
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and is itself a function of both the diffusion coefficient and the drop time . * 
1iller's treatment, however, does contain a somewhat arbitrary coefficient . 
Althoughµ will itself vary with temperature, this coefficient, which will 
be designatedµ , will not . ) 
0 
Clearly, suitable analysis of the variation of i 1 ; 2 with temperature 
could give values for all these parameters . 
1 • 6 Corrections to the Polarographic Current - Spherical Diffusion 
Tne question now arises whether the presupi)ositions from which equation 
(1 . 23) was derived are , in fac t, those which logically follow from the exper-
imental situation at the dropping mercury electrode . Two major points are 
relevant. 
Firstly , difficulties inherent in the polarographic technique need to 
be considered . The so-called "depletion" effect is the most important of 
these . The first drop growing from the capillary orifice depletes the 
surrounding solution of depolariser wole cules . Subsequent drops therefore 
grow into a locality which has a lower concentration of depolariser than the 
bulk solution. The current registered, particularly when t ne drop has just 
begun to gro·w, is ther efore less than expected. The "shielding" effect is 
somewhat similar . The end of tne capillary near the orifice shields the top 
of the mercury drop so that this region receives relatively fewer diffusing 
molecules . 
The practical effect of both depletion and shielding is to reduce 
slightly t he effective concentration of the depolariser o T.1e error ttiese 
effects Hill introduce will be a constant overestimate of t he depolariser 
*Liller deducesµ= 2(Dt/n) 1/ 2 • On app lying his treatnent to the dropp ing 
t1ercury electrode it is clear that the figure 2 is an overestioe.te . The 





For a reversible polarographic wave, it is easily seen from equations 
(1 .15) and( ~ .1) t hat an analysis of the variation of current with temperature 
when th ~:--e effects are present will lead to a figure being obtained for t he 
radius of the depolariser molecule which is higher than the real value . I t 
is also s een from (1 .23) and the related equations that t he same will be tr~e 
for irreversible waves . But in this case t he values of the other parameters 
obtained vill be much less affected, since the magnitude of the radius has 
rauch less effect on t he value of ¢(H) than the magnitudes of the other 
parameters . For hi gh values of ¢(H)(close to unity) the values obtained for 
the remaining parameters will be very little affe cted by an error in t he 
radius . Even for lower values of ¢(H) the errors introduced i~to the v~lues 
+ + 
of a, , 6G; and 6G~ ( which are exponents) will be much less t han er:-ors i ntr t~r1-
uced into r, though t he value ofµ will be more affe cted. 
0 
l'!o r eliable quantitative correction to allow for these effects is 
available in t he literature , but methods a r e available which avoid t :18 
problem al toge t her . 
One method of avoiding depletion has been to measure currents only fo:-
the 11 f. t d II ( 1 8 ) ' ( 1 9 J r- • • t. . 1 . b 1 • th 1 b t irs rop . ~Jis pr ac ic0 is en y possi e wi an ea ora e 
experi111ent a l arrangement. 
A further metlod of mini mizing the effect of these factors, one which 
has cooe to be increcs ingly preferred, is the mePsurem~nt of the instantan-
eous current at the end of t he drop ljfe(7) ,( 2o). Limitations of the equip -
Jent us ed , no ~ver , r es~ric ted t he present investigation to the mersureQen~ 
.... 
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of currents averaged over the drop life. In this case the effects can be 
minimized by using a relatively long drop time, since both depletion and 
shielding are operative only during the early stages of the drop life. A 
study of the current-drop time relationship may then be able to provide some 
estimate of the total magnitude of these effects . 
In the present investigation the effect of depletion on the measured 
currents has been reduced to some extent by the use of very low depolariser 
concentrations . It is the size of the diffusion layer thickness on the first 
drop which chiefly determines the magnitude of depletion. This thickness will 
be less at a low concentration. 
The second point regarding the presuppositions leading to (1 . 23) is 
fundamental r ather than experimental. Both the Ilkovic equation and the 
1~outecky relation (1 . 22) were derived on the assumption of linear diffusion 
to the electrode . For the case of the dropping mercury electrode, spherical 
diffusion would have been a better assumption. 
Considering first the siwpler treatment discussed in Section 1 .4, if 
the equations appropriate for spherical diffusion are used, rather than those 
for linear diffusion, equation (1 .4) mus t be reTTritten as 
= 
n.f'.:(aroa of electrode)C(D1/ 2t - 1/ 2n-1/ 2 + D/(radius of drop)) 
Using this equation as a starting point, rather than (1 .4), Lingane and 
Loveridge( 21 ) were able to arrive at an equation (for t he average current 
measurehlents at 25°c) of the faro 
= 
...... (1 . 28) 
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fhich is analogous to the Ilkovic equation, ( 1 . 12) . The numerical 
constant A was assigned a value of 39 by Lingane and Loveridge, but other 
authors arrived at values ranging from 17 to 44 . However, it is now gener-
~lly accepted (see Meites(B)) t hat the most sophisticated derivation for the 
limiting case of id vras that of Koutecky( 22 ), who obtained 
= 
607.0 nD1/2Cm2/3~1/6 [1 + 34.7D1/2~1/6m-1/3 + 100(D1/2~1/6m-1/3)2] 
•••• • • ( 1 • 29) 
Later, Koutecky and Cizek( 23 ) used the equations for spherical diff-
usion to extend Koutecky's previous derivation( 11 ) for the current-potential 
relationship . In place of E:quation (1 . 22) they noH obtained* (for average 
current raeasurem8nts) : 
~/id = p(H) - X(0.6884¢(H) - C(H )) • ••••• ( 1 • 30) 
where 
co 
G(H) \ C __]_ -j LB ( 3· - 8-) s.H J + J j=2 
. .• •. • (1.31) 
= 0 
= ( -P(~j-2)/7)sj _1 + J(3j+1)gj-i - ~} (3j+8)gj+1 .....• (1 . 32) 
----- --·--
,:: For the s r,ke of clarity, quite radical changes have been made to the 
notation used by KouteclDJ and Cizek. ThG less obvious ones are thats. and 
gJ., respectively, represent g. 1 (
1 ) and g. 0 (
1 ) in the original paper . J The 
J' J' 
second and third teTrns in the expression for s. on the right hand side of 
(1 .32) are equivalent to the terms f _(1 ) and e~( 1 ) used by Koutecky and 
J J 7 1 /2 
Cizek . In ( 1 . 34-) De Levie ' s constant has been used in place of ( 3) . 
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J go = 0 
B 
= -l g1 C 
g. = ( - P (; j - 3 ) /7 ) g j -1 .•..•. ( 1 • 33) J 
4n¾ 
nnd X _2 n(- - g_)1/3D1/2m-1/3f31/6 .•. . .. ( 1 . 34) = 1 o 5 05..:. 3x1 0- 3 
In equation ( 1 . 3L~) the bracketed t e r m divided by the cube root of m r epresents 
tho r adius of the mercu~y drop . The derivation of the t erms inside t he 
brackets was shown in equations (1 .5) to (1 .10) . 
Now, equation (1 ?29) can be expressed in similar for@ to (1 .1 5), so 
that 
6 2 /3 2/7 A/,, A /r; _, I,, A/? 1 13 1 /2 ,, /0 1 /3 2 id= 7nY (dHg )-
1 \'I .:;f3--, .... D' 1 -c(1+34.7J' r:.~, .... v/··; +100(D ' 1 f3' 1 L_v/·' ) ) 
. • . • . . (1 . 35) 
By a siniler process to that used in arriving at equation (1 . 23), the half-
\lave current ( cc:r':i."Cctecl f'o:' 3p ,1e: ic-:i..l :iiffusion) can now be defined as: 
v:h'-'re 
Q = ( 1 + 34, 7DI / 2 131 /;;>,, -1 / 3 c: v:;(;:; 1 / 2 p 1 / 2 ,. - 1 / 3 /') [ p'(H) - X( O. 6884/J'(H) -(i(H))] 
•. . . . • (1 . 37) 
It is uor c: considerin:_: t·11-J 1agni tude o so::ie of the terms involved 
:in +1,n~9 ---:11 t.ions corre cted fo::"' sp1e:'.'iCt,l diffusion . For o :ri.mple , the factor 
1 / 0 -~ / 7 ·1 /2 0 X becooes apn .. ox:i t r.i.tely 50 D ~v; ' :.; ~ if t~e density of mercury at 25 C is 
substituted in-i·o (1 .34) . If v2.lnes ai)propriate to t his investigation are 
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( 4 -5 substituted for the remaining t erms in the expression e . g ., (3= , w=10 , D=10 
in the extreme case) then it will be seen that the maximum value for X will 
be in the region 0.3 to 0. 35 . 
Table I, which has been compiled from tables given by Koutecky and 
Cizek( 23 ) and Weber and Koutecky( 14), contrasts the numerical values of ¢(H) 
and (0.6884¢(H) - G(H)) over a range of values for H. 
TABLE I 
H ¢(H) 0. 6884¢(H)-G(H) 9(H) 
0. 01 0. 00617 0.0042 0 . 00005 
0.05 0. 03021 0.0202 0. 00058 
0.10 0. 05886 0.0388 0.00172 
0. 20 0,1 119 0.0706 0.00643 
0.50 0.2433 0.1362 0.03129 
1 . 0 0. 3977 0.1857 0. 08808 
2. 0 0. 5777 0 .1 996 0 .1 981 
2.5 0. 6339 Oe 1931 0. 2433 
3.0 0. 677 0.1835 0.2826 
5. 0 0. 781 0.147 0. 3906 
1 o.o o. 8801 0. 093 0.5129 
15.0 0. 9177 0.067 0.5647 
20 . 0 0. 9373 0 . 052 0.5932 
30 .0 0.9576 0.036 0.6232 
50 . 0 o. 9743 0.023 o. 6477 
With the values for X calculated L '-J ove it can be seen from the Table 
that X(0 . 6884¢(H) - G(H)) will become negligible with respect to ¢(H) only 
when H becomes greater thc.1,n about 50 . For lmver values of H, when the wave 
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becomes more irreversible, the correction for spher ical diffusion will be of 
increasing importance . 
Rather than use the involved r elations (1 . 31) to (1 . 33) to calculate 
G(H), it i;_) possible to obtain quite accurate values for g(H) by linear 
interpolation on a plot of J.n_ H versus ln G(H) using the figures in Table I . 
Any slight errors this process introduces will have a negligible effect on 
the overall value o~ i=/id . 
.6 
vVhen polarog .... aphic measuremen.J~s are made by the 11first drop" method 
(i . e ., in the absence of depletion ) equation (1 . 29) is found to be quite 
closely obeyed for the r eversible polarographic reduction of simple inorganic 
ions . These ions are reduced at the cathode in a single step . 
:B1or analogous i ::. .... ·evo:.. .::;i1Jlo 1 oductions it c2.~1 be e::;:pectcd that equation 
(1 . 36) will accurately predict the current oeasured at the half- wave potent-
ial . The effect of the more comp lex case of a series of reductions proceed-
ing at the electrode has yet to be considered. One basic presupposition used 
in deriving (1 .36) vras that only a single electrode reaction was proceeding. 
In general , this will not be the case in the reduction of the nitroanilines . 
Previous j_nvestigations of the polarographic reduction of nitroanilines 
have concluded ti at sj_::~ electrons arc involved in most cases . Usually , the 
follo~ing reduction scheme has been postulated : 
NH2 r,.r;:T NH2 NH2 .tl2 1/1 ~1 0 :) _t. i I + + 0-.1 2e,2H' ,-H20 2e,2H 2e ,2H 5 -H20 -- ~ ~ . k,,,. ~ l- kf3 11 -Lf2 I 
N02 HO NHOH JH2 
(Ox) (Red1) (Red2) (Red3) 
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which supposes that 3 consecutive electrochemical reductions occur at the 
elec trode. 
Using an approximate treatment which considers only forward reactions 
and assumes linear diffusion, Berzins and Delahay( 24 ) have derived an ex-
pression* for the instantaneous current for 2 consecutive reductions: 
i = 
where 
l2 = n2{AtCOxkf2v 
A2 A1 kf1A2 - kf1 A1 
V = 1 /2 = kf1 - kf2 (~ed1/Dox) - kf2/kf1 
(on putting D1/ 2 = D1/2 _ Ox -
1/2 DRed1 ), and, for j=1 and 2 , 
2 1 /2 1 /2 A.= ~(kf. t/D)erfc(kf.t /D ) 
J J J 
• • • • • • ( 1 • 38) 
.. . ... (1.39) 
. ... .• (1 . 40) 
•. . . .• (1.41) 
• • • • • • ( 1 . 42) 
Tabulation of a function similar to (1 .42) by Randles(S) shows that for 
(k . ., . t 1 / 2 /D 1 / 2 ) greater than about 20 
I J 
...... (1 .1+3) 
so that, if the rate constants for both r eactions ere large enough , (1 . 38), 
(1 . 39) and (1 . 40) r educe to : 
i = .... .. (1.44) 
,:c In the treatment which follows the area of t he electrode at time t is 
expressed as At . 
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As was indicated in Section 1 .5, both Randles(S) and Delahay( 12 ) 
eveloped treatments for the current-potential relationship over the polaro-
grapt:_c wave more approximate than (but parallel to) the treatment of Koutecky 
( 11 ) Each author developed what amounted to corresponding functions (jointly 
deno t ed here by ¢(H)) for ins t antaneous current measurements. The function 
¢(H) , in each case, amounted to a non-integrated form of the function ¢(H) 
(for average current measurements) , discussed in Section 1 .5. In the case 
of Delahay's derivation, ¢(H) was closely related to the product kf .A . . 
J J 
The equations (1 . 38) to (1 . 40) may be revised for the case of polaro-
Graphic current measurements averaged over the drop life. ~l..1his allows use 
of the r el ation (1 . 27), so that the total current (uncorrected for spherical 
cl~fl'us i on ) may be derived as: 
l == 
- n (k ¢(H )- k ¢(H ) ) l 
6v(d )-2/3 2/3~-1/2D1/2c lt rl(H ) 2 f1 2 f2 1 II (1 4c::) 
7 .1. H w 1--' n1 'fl 1 + ( k - k O • • • • J g _ f1 f2) _. 
TThere the subscripts of H1 and H2 have the same significance as those of 
le: .2-'1 and k f 2 . 
An extension (see Appendix IA) of the treatment of Berzins and Delahay 
to the case of 3 consecutive reductions, so that: 
l = i1 + i2 + i3 • • • • • • ( 1 • 46) 
loads to 
k ( n) 1 /2 t 1 /2 
n3rAtkf3Cox( f2 ) V ]_3 = D1/2 k (n)1/2t1/2 
Red2 + f3 
.•...• (1 .47) 
For t he case where (kf3t
1/ 2/n1/ 2 ) ,;:, (n)-1/ 2 , (1 . 47) has a similar 
form to (1 . 40) . In this case, the total current for average current 
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measurements can be expressed as 
i = 
Now one of the presuppositions in the Berzins and Delahay method is 
an absence of adsorption of the reduction products at the electrode, so that 
these are free to diffuse back into the bulk of the solution. But there are 
indications from the literature that amines are likely to be adsorbed at the 
mercury-solution interface and the presence of muxima on the polarographic 
wav8s in t nis investigation app0ars to support the view that the nitro-
anilines are adsorbed . 
It is r eadily shown (see Appendix IB) that the treatment of Berzins 
and Delahay, odif i ed for the case of total adsorption at the el ectrode 
surface , will lead to an equation identical in form to (1 . 39), but with n1 
replaced by (n1 + n2 + n3) . Thus, in effect, total adsorption of the 
products reduces the problem of consecutive electrochemical reactions to 
one of a single r eaction. 
If adsorption does occur with the nitroanilines, then by analogy the 
more gener al tre ~traent fo r the case of a single electroc nemical reaction i s 
applicable to t he polarogr aphic wrves obtained for the r eduction of these 
corupounds . In this case equation ( 1 . 36) may be· r.pplied . The only condi t-
ions which follow from tue supposition of consecutive elec trode r eactions 
concer n equations (1 . 17) to (1 .20) . The rate constants expressed in these 
equ~tions will refer only to t he first of the electr ode reactions and t he 





.An attempt has b~en made to derive with reasonable rigour expressions 
which can be used in temperature studies of the polarographic waves obtained 
for the reducticn of the nitroanilines. In gener~l, there will be three 
cases. For waves which can be treat ed as r eversible , equation (1.35) may be 
used . For irreversible waves which may be regarded as having a single electro-
chemical step , equation (1 .36) will be appropriate. In the case of irrevers-
iole waves for which consecutive electrochemical reductions must be taken 
into account, oquations (1 .45) or (1 . 48 ) may be used depljnding on whether 
there are two or th:::'ee cons ecutive processes . '£hese equations should be 
modified for spherical diffusion in the same way as (1.36). When t he condit-
ion ( kf
3
t 1 / 2 /D 1 / 2: ">> (rr)-1 / 2 is not applicable, ( 1 • 48) vvill predict a slightly 
higher current than that actually obtained . This may be allowed for by re-
placing the tero n
3 
in (1 .48) by qn3, where q (~1) is an empirical 
coofficient . 
Tne apJeorance of the expressions (1 . 36), (1 . 45) and (1 .48), togetner 
,,itn all those equations required to define their terms, is most forraidable. 
Neverth0less, vu. th modern t echniques of data analysis it is possible to use 
the experim8ntal resul ·~ s obt,1inecl at diff'~:i.'~nt temperatures to obtain valu~s 
f'or tne unknor;n pr..r~rnuters in these equations o These techniques may also be 
used in the simpler case described by equation (1 .35). By trying (for a 
particul~r set of experiwcntal results) each relation in turn, rauch inforo-
ation may be g~ined concerning the r eduction processes. 
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1 . 8 Analysis of Polarographic Temperature Data 
The difficulties involved in the teoper ature dependence of the polaro-
graphic current have been indicated in the preceding sections. In practice, 
the complexity of the probleo is such that only the availability of an el~ct-
ronic cori1puter oakes its investigation feasible . 
The use of such a powerful tool greatly siwplifies the handling of even 
the @ost iDposing sets of oathcmatical formulae . But before considering the 
trectment of equations (1 .36), (1 .45) , (1 .48), etc. , the method of analysis 
applicable to the simpler reversible case will be described . 
For r8versible w~ves the diffusion current can be expressed by (1 .35). 
Equation (1 . 1) oay be substituted for D so that the tenperature dependence 
is explicit . 
Essentially , the analysis of the ex_perinental results is rJade as follows. 
The exp8rioental diffusion currents me ~,sured at a series of teoperatures, to-
gether with the corresponding drop times are supplied . Tabulated values of 
dHg and 7l ~re also provided , as are the nuoerical values of the constants 
in the equation . Diffusion currents at required temperatures are now coQputed 
2 2 -
over a r~nge of values for n /r. For every value of n /r, id is coBpared 
calc. 
vith id at each temperature and the suo of the squares of the deviat-
exptal . 
ions found . The VQlue of n2/r corresponding to the lecst sUfil of squares is 
recorded . Comparison of this ratio with the possible integral values of n, 
and with a rninimuu v&lue for r c r lcul2ted froo bond length data, now gives 
both n and r. 
In the case of irreversible waves, the application of equation (1 . 36) 
• 
-2t, -
V, i :i.l Uc C .J 1S i C.~ \:Jl'Ud :.. ::. st . ssd, V c...J..Ud S uf £i; 1;2 
obtained at each teGperature must be supplied in addition to the data re-
+ + 
quired for the analysis of the reversible wave . + + Then r, a, µ
0
, 6Gf and 6Gb 
are varied until the sum of squares of' the deviations cannot be further re-
duced. 2 (In this case, r ather than use the ration /r it is generally simplest 
to test each feasible VQlue for n in turn.) 
Equations (1.45) and (1 .48) (after correction for spherical diffusion) 
may be treated in a similar oanner to (1 .36). In this case (in which the re-
+ + 
) + + verse reaction at each stage has been ndglected r, a 1 , a 2 , µ0 , 6Gf1 and 6Gf2 
are varied. If necessary, the coefficient q may be introduced (as described 
in Section 1 .7) and varied with the other par/J.Cleters until the least sum of 
squares of deviations is found. Since a, varies only slightly (usually between 
about 0.4 and 0 .7) it may be convenient in the init ial treatment to put 
CL = a,1 = a,2. 
The technique used in this investigation to minimize the sum of squares 
of the deviations was based on a method developed by Nelder and Mead( 25 ). 
The technical details of this method and of the cooputing will be discussed 
in detnil in Appendix II. 
Potential and the Polarographic Wave 
Ever since Heyrovsky and Ilkovic( 26 ) obtained a r el Qtion of t he foro 
E = •••••• ( 1 • 49) 
wnich holds for r eversible waves, i nformo.t i on h c:i s been r ecovered from 
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polarographic waves by the use of "logarithmic plots" . These are graphs 
of l!:!_((id-½:)/½;) plotted against E. Equation (1.49) shows that such a graph 
nF 
will give a straight line of slope RT for reversible waves. Logarithmic 
= 
plots may therefore be used to determine n for a reversible wavo. 
It was later found that a similar plot for irreversible waves 
usually gave a linear relation of different significance. In this case 
an F 
a= the straight line obtained usually had a slope of RT . 
teites and Israe1( 27 ) used the tabulated values of Hand ¢(H) provided 
by Koutecky( 11 ) (Hand ¢(H) correspond to Hand ¢(H) but are for current 
oeasureaents taken at thcl end of the drop life) to show that 
ln H = A1 + A2 ln(¢(H)/(1-¢(H)) •.••.• (1.50) 
where A1 and A2 are constants. 




so that equation (1 .50) could be expressed in the form 
••.••• (1.53) 
The treatment of Meites and Israel now continued along t he following lines. 
If the rate constant of the reverse el ectrode reaction is neglected, 
by analogy with (1 .16) (and retaining (;) 1/ 2 in place of De Levie's constant), 
H = •••••• ( 1 • 54) 
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On combining this equation with (1.17), substituting into (1.53) and putting 
A1 = -ln a 
By analogy with reversible waves, the practice has developed in the 
literature of defining the half-wave potential in terms of the logarithmic 
plot. As seen from equation (1.49) this le nds to the definition that E1; 2 
is that pot8ntial where~= id/2. (This need not necessarily be the case 
at E1; 2 obtained by extrapolation @ethods as in the present investigation.) 
In this case: 
RT 
( ln( 2 ( ~) 1 /2k~ t 1 /2 /D 1 /2 )-A1 ) = E1/2 = an F 
a= 
.•.•.• (1.56) 
and using Niei tes and Israel 's value for A1 , 
RT 
ln(1 .349k~t1/ 2/D1/ 2 ) = E1/2 = an F 
a= 
••.•.• (1.57) 
Meites and Israel also considered the effect of the correction for 
spherical diffusion derived by Koutecky and Cizek( 23 ). 
According to Koutecky and Cizek , for currents measured at the end of 
the drop lif'e, t he appropriate equation (cf. (1 .30)) for the current-
potential relation is 
~/id = ¢(H) - x(o.7868¢(H) - 9(H)) ...•.• (1.58) 
Meites and Israe l conclude froo this that an equation of the form (1.54) is 
still applicable . Their revised equation can be expressed as 
--31-
.•.. .. (1.59) 
where band B2 are new constants. Values for ab and A2B2~TJ? (at 25°c) are 
tabul2ted by Leites and Israel for values of X from Oto 0 . 2. However, these 
authors do not give an explicit derivation of the constants band B2 . If a 
process si@ilar to that used in deriving (1 .53) from (1 .51) and (1.50) were 
us8d, it is difficult, at first sight, to see how such constants would arise 
from (1 . 58) and (1 . 50) . 
For average current fueasurements, it can be shown readily from the tab-
ulated values for Hand j(H) given by Weber and Koutecky( 14) that relations 
sioilrr to (1 .50) and (1 . 53) are found as 





are constants ~nalogous to A1 and A2 . Table I and the 
accoopanying text in Section 1 .6 snow that for values of H greater than 
about 50, (0 . 6884¢(H)- G(H)) approaches zero . The correction for spherical 
diffusion will therefore hQve little effect on (1 . 60) for such large values 
of H. For values of H less than about 0 . 05 it is clear from Table I that 
G(H) approaches zero . Effectively , the correction term now becomes 
0 . 6884¢(H)~ In this case, ¢(H) in equation (1 ,60 ) r-ust be r~placed by 
(1-0 . 6884X)¢(H) . 
Now , for any function, F, as F approaches zero, ln( 1:F) approaches ln F. 
For small values of H, say, less than about 0 . 05, (1 .60) may be written, 
without nuc error as 
••.••• ( 1 • 61 ) 
-
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If spherical diffusion is taken into account, this relation should be re-
expressed as 
••••.• ( 1 • 62) 
so that, for small values of H, the slope of the relation (1 .60) is unchanged 
when the spherical diffusion correction is applied - although the intercept 
is shifted slightly. 
Both the slope and the intercept are unchanged for large H, so that 
between values for Hof about 0.05 and 50 the relation cannot be strictly 
linear. 
For values of X up to about 0.2 the non-linearity will be small enough 
to be ignored, so that through a wide range of values for ln Ha new relation 
corresponding to (1 .60) could be obt~ined with a new slope and intercept 
slightly differing from those in (1.60). 
In place of equation (1 .60), an approxioate expression can be written 
as 
.•.•.. (1.63) 
where A1 and A2 are new constQilts, differing slightly from A1 and A2 • 
The argument for the case where the current is measured a t the end of 
the drop life can be developed along similar lines. The constants band B2 
introduced by Meites and Israel, together with the r el at ed tabulations, may 
then be regarded as r eGsonable approxioations to the real case . 
In the present investig~tion t he vclue of X may exceed 0.2. A linear 




It is worthwhile to investigate the effect of a more exact treatment 
thc'.lil that commencing with equation (1.54). In this case, for measurements 
of the current averaged over the drop life, equation (1 .16) is used as the 
starting point. Substitution into (1.63) now gives 
•••••• ( 1 • 64) 
and on substituting equntions (1 .17) to (1.20) for kf and¾' the expression 
•••••• ( 1 • 65) 
is obtained. 
Use of equations (1 .1) and (1.1a) for the diffusion coefficient Qnd 
coll ection of the t er ms according to their t emperature depend0nce, now gives 





= = + G1 2a,n F a,n F 
D.= a= 
2k -~1 /2 
_µrl 6ITNr 2 
= ln ( 1 ~ 5 05 2~ ( RW ) ( a) ) 
A' = -ln a 1 
•••••• ( 1 • 66) 
•••••• ( 1 • 67) 
•••••• ( 1 • 68) 
The principal di.f'ficulty with equation (1 .66) is the pr esence of the 
potential on the right hQnd side of the equation inside the logarithnic 
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expression in the fourth term. This arise-s from the inclusion in the deriv-
ation of the rate constant for the reverse electrode reaction. 
The first four terms on the right hand side of (1 .66) correspond to the 
half-wave potential (see, for comparison, equation (1.57)), so that the same 
difficulty arises if an expression is sought for E1/ 2 which reliably indicates 
the temperature dependence. 
Even if the rate constant for the reverse reaction is neglected, the 
problem of consecutive electrochemical reactions has still to be surmounted. 
Equation (1 .66) was derived on the supposition that only one electrochemical 
reaction was proceeding . The alternative possibility was discussed in Section 
1.7 so far as it affected polarographic currents. 
Delahay( 2B) has presented a graphical procedure for measuring the 
current over the potential range of the whole polarographic wave which is 
somewhat analogous to the more conventional logarithmic plots. This method 
was developed further by Delahay and Strassner( 29 ) and later extended to the 
case of consecutive electrochemical reactions by Berzins and Delahay( 24). 
It suffers from the major disadvantage ~that the graphs provided are based on 
an approximate treatment similar to that outlined at the beginning of Section 
1 .7. The method is a somewhat cumbersome one to use and Berzins and Delahay 
say of it themselves that "Great caution is in order and any quantitative 
result deduced from the •.•.• analysis should be considered with some 
scepticism." 
Despite the complications introduced by the presence of consecutive 
processes, it is possible to show that a linear logarithmic plot may still 
-35-
often be obtained . 
Considering the relatively simple case of two consecutive processes, 
the functions ~(H1 ) and ¢(H2) may be expressed as 
•••••• ( 1 • 69) 
•••••• ( 1 • 70) 
where ~
1 
denotes the fraction of the total current at potential E due to 





are similarly described and apply to the second process. 
If the diffusion coefficients for the depolariser and its reduction 
product are equated, and if n1 = n2 = n, then 
•••••• ( 1 • 71 ) 





) at potential E, then it follows from (1.69) to (1 .71) that 
•••..• (1.72) 
from which 
¢(H1) + ¢(H2) 
=---------
••.••• (1.73) 
2 - (¢(H1 ) + 0(H2 )) 
For the case where H1 = H2 (and hence ¢(H1 ) = ¢(H2)) the right hand side of 
( 1. 73) becomes simply ¢(H1) / ~ 1-¢(H1 )), so that equation ( 1. 60) is applicable . 
-- j 6-
For cases when H1 and H2 are close in magnitude over the whole of the wave, 
there will be little error, then, in modifying equation (1 .60) so that 
••...• (1.74) 
Allowing for spherical diffusion, expressing H1 and H2 by equations 
(1 . 16) and (1 .17) (neglecting in this case the reverse rate constants) and 
rearranging now gives* 
E = 
RT 
= ln(k0 k0 ) (a, +a, )n F - f1 f2 1 2 a= 
2RTA' 
(a, :a )n F 1n (~/(id - ½)) 
1 2 a= 
••••.• ( 1 • 75 ) 







are all of similar magnitude it is possible to obtain 
an analogous equation, 
••••.• (1.76) 
In both (1.75) and (1 .76), the first three t erms correspond to 
* If H1 and H2 are very close in magnitude over the whole of the wave, it is reasonable to taken as being the seme for each reduction step. 
a 
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the half-wave potential. Substitution for D, k~1 , etc., in the same manner 
which led to equation (1.66) will again give the temperature dependence 
explicitly . 
-For the general case, where the values of H for each step are not of 
similar magnitude, equation (1 .74) et seq. will not provide an accurate des-
cription. Nor is it completely certain that this equation will apply to any 
linear logarithmic plot obtained from a polnrographic wave produced by consec-
utive steps. It is possible that values of H for each step may not be of 
similar magnitude, but could be related to each other in such a way that a 
linear plot was obtained. 
When equations (1.75) or (1 .76) do apply, their value will be limited 
mainly to obtaining an average for the transfer coefficients of all the steps 
and (through equation (1.19)) an average for the free energies required in 
each step. Thes e limitations will apply whatever method of studying vari-
ation in potential is used. As has been shown in previous parts of Section 
1, temperature studies of the polarographic current are likely to provide 
more detailed information. 
1.10 Polarographic Maxi.ma 
So far, only the ideal of a smooth polarographic wave has been consid-
ered. In practice, t his ideal case is not always found. Randles(S) expresses 
the situation as follows; 
"It happens not infrequently that a reduction or oxidation process at 




steady average diffusion current as the potential of the electrode is changed. 
In such cases the current increases almost linearly with change of applied 
potential difference up to a value many times that of the true diffusion 
current and then quite suddenly falls to a steady normal diff usion current. 
This behaviour results in a pronounced peak or hump appearing on the current-
vol tn.ge step which is referred to as a polarographic 'maximum' • " 
In this investigation only maxima "of the first kind" (called by Randles 
"spike" maxima) have been encountered. These maxima are distinguished from 
those "of the second kind" by their occurrence only over a narrow voltage 
range at tnc top of the pol~rographic wave. (The latter are much broader and 
may extend over a wide voltage range on the upper plateau of t he wave.) 
The earliest atterapts to account for spike maxima of the first kind 
were due to Heyrovsky and his co-workers( 3o),( 31 ), They observed that the 
reduction of strongly surface active materials was generally associated with 
spike maxima, and expltlned these in terms of adsorption. Later workers, 
including Antweiler( 32 ),( 33 ), observed that streaming occurred at the drop-
ping mercury electrode and attributed maxima to this phenomenon, which would 
cause a higher degree of mass transport than pure diffusion. Levich( 34) 
subsequently developed a semi-quantitative theory of maxima in terms of the 
hydrodynamic factors affecting the drop. Heyrovsky's earlier views on ad-
sorption were now largely discounted. 
Both Heyrovsky in developing his view, and those l ater authors basing 
their views on the streaming of the drop surface, had some difficulty in 
accounting for the sudden drop in current whic ~1 occurs after a spike 
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maxJ.mum has been reached. Recently, De L6vie( 9) has put forward a scheme 
(in some ways similar to Levich's) which is virtually an amalgamation of the 
two previous views and which appears to account for t he sudden current drop 
after the maxinum. De Levie's ideas arise from what he has described as the 
"eccentric" growth of t he drop from a point at the neck (where the drop joins 
the thread in the capillary). The centre and bottom of t he drop have a 
downward velocity which has the effect of producing uneven mass transport 
to t he drop and hence an uneven distribution of current around the drop sur-
f ace. 
If the depolariser is surface active, the effect on the surface t ension 
at the mercury - solution interface is gre at est a t the bottom of t he drop, 
where more is adsorb ed, and correspondingly less towards the neck. The 
difference in surface tension around the drop, according to De Levie , wil l 
thus produce streaming at the interface. To account for the sudden fall i n 
current f ollowing the me.Ximurn De Levie says that "stre runing must disappear 
in the region of the cathodic limiting current, where the concentration is 
zero everywhere at the interface''. I o difficulties are encountered with De 
Levie's argument if the reduction products are also adsorb ed. "When the 
reduction pr oduct is surface active , its concentration at the interface 
changes very rapidly during the wave and much less in the r egion of the 
cathodic limit ing current, and consequently in this case t he maximum will 
usually be confined to t he r egion of the wave also". 
One appC!rently little known point concerning spike maxima is t heir 
gradual diminution and eventual disappearance as the concentration of t he 
-
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depolariser is reduced. (Maxima of t he second kind do not exhibit this be-
1 haviour. If they are present at a high concentration, they will also be 
present at a low concentration.) This behaviour does not appear to be con-
sistent with Levich's view( 34) that "all aspects of the phenomenon are gov-
erned by hydrodynamic rather than molecular processes of some kind." 
In analytical work using polarography it has long been the practice to 
use "maximum suppressors" (highly surface active materials not reducible under 
the particular conditions being used). The effect of these substences in 
suppressing the maximum is well explained by De Levie's argument. A surface 
active compound being reduced will not adsorb at the interface if there is a 
layer of adsorbed molecules already present. 
In this investigation the use of maximum suppressors was avoided by 
using a low depolariser concentration where maxima were small enough not to 
interfere seriously with measurements ot the polarographic wave. Because 
maxima were small enough to be manageable in this concentration region, 
attempts were made to measure the enhancement of the current over what would 
have been a normal polarographic wave. Experimental measurements of maxima 
hnve been rare in the polarographic literature and, rather strikingly, none 
of the prevailing views on the origins of maxima have been based on such 
measurements. 
De Levie's views appear to present a notable advance over earlier 
theories, but it seems to be futile to try to proceed to a quantitative treat-
ment of maxima in the absence of experimental data. Some attempt has been 
made to gather such data in this investigation and the results, which are 
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Section 2 EXPEHDiENTAL METHODS 
2.1 Polarographic Equipment 
The polarographic data were obtained with a Radiometer model P04d 
Poiariter used in conjunction with a jacketed cell (see Figure (1) opposite) 
enabling temperature control. A Zeiss-Jena (Wobser-type) Universal Thermostat 
model U3 maintained the temperature in the jacket to better than! 0.05°c of 
the preset value. A Beckman frit junction saturated calomel electrode 
(39071) was used as a reference electrode. 
The cell assembly was fitted with a capillary tube bent into a U shape 
and broadened into a cup at one end. This was loosely fitted through the 
teflon stopper so that the cup could be swivelled under the dropping mercury 
electrode and used to collect a required number of drops. These could be 
drawn into a small tube, w~shed with water and alcohol, dried and weighed. 
The drop weight could thus be determined for the solution in the cell at any 
required voltage. 
2.2 Treatment of Solutions 
Solutions were de-oxygenated prior to a polarogrephic deteroinution 
by passing hydrogen through the cell. The hydrogen itself was de-oxygenated 
initially by passing through a Deoxo catalytic purifier (Engelhard Industries 
Ltd., London) fitted to the gas cylinder. Before passing into the cell the 
hydrogen was bubbled through a separate tube containing a sample of the 
particular solution in the cell. Concentration losses during de-oxygenation 
were thus avoided. 
-42-
2.3 Operation of the Polarograph 
Current-voltage curves were obtained on the built-in potentiometer ink 
recorder of the polarograph by autcmQtically incr0asing the negative potent-
ial difference between the dropping mercury electrode and the saturated 
-1 
calomel electrode, at a rate of 10 mV. min .• The chart drive W&s then 
stopped, the origin of the current scale shifted and the potential changed 
in the reverse direction. The reason for this is explained below. 
Under optimum conditions the recorder required 2 seconds for full de-
flection. The current oscillations of the mercury electrode were damped by 
means of a damping control on the instrument. This operated through a 
resistance-capacitance network for which nine settings were available. The 
instrument could not be operated without damping. This consideration, to-
gether with the slow response of the pen recorder, precluded accurate 
measurements of the current at the end of the drop life. For this reason 
the method of measurement relying on currents averaged over t he drop life 
wns chosen . 
The oost accurate means of obtaining average current measurements with 
the instrument was by the manual method. Maximum damping was used and the 
recorder pen allowed to come to rest at each voltage before being "spotted" 
onto t he paper. Lines were constructed through both the upper and lower 
plateaux Gfthe polarogram and extrapolated to the region of the actual wave. 
A median line Yrns then drawn between these two "plateau lines 11 • The inter-
section of t he median line with the wave gave the half-wave potential. The 
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potential was taken as the average current measureraent. For a reversible 
wave this distance corresponded to the diffusion current, while for an irrev-
ersible wave it represented twice the "half-wave current" defined in Section 
1 • 5. 
It was found that the tedious practice of manual recording could be 
avoided by the automatic recording of two current- voltage curves - one by in-
creasing and one by decreasing the potential difference. The true half-wcve 
potential is obtained by averaging the figures obtained from the "forward" 
and "reverse " waves . Figure (2) indicates the method used and compares it 
to the manual oethod . 
As the Figure shows, there is substantially no distortion in the forward 
and reverse waves compared to the manual one . The difference is si~ply that 
the whole wave is shifted several millivolts . Averaging the forward and re-
verse "hnlf- wave potentials" then gives a value (-0.396) which coincides 
with thb half- wave potential obtcined on the manual plot. 
2. 4 The Measurement of Maxima 
The literature does not appear to contain exaraples of the quantitative 
measurement of polarographic raaxima. In the course of this investigation a 
oethod of weasurement was devised which is illustrated in Figure (3). On 
the assuCTption that the polarographic wave, in the absence of a maxioum, is 
syranetrical, the lm1er and raiddle portions of the wave (with part of the upper 
pl teau) are traced onto a piece of tracing paper. The paper is now rotated 
through a 180° angle so that the tracing is superiraposed as far as possible 
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of tne lo·.rnr ' S' b end in the wave is now traced onto the upper part of the 
'!ave . '.l'his gives an estimate of what the shape of the wave would have been 
i :. the L.b s ence of a maxioum . 
·.;hat is actually oP..,_su::."Gti is the e nhancement of the current at the 
mnxi@1~ over t he es t~mated current in the absence of a maximum . This current, 
i;h.l.~h i·1:U 2. be denoted by ih, is represented by the distance h on Figure (3). 
2 ,- r:1,. eo·: ,.., "lC' _,,-.; ',11 -'-, ·" ,.) 
2-nitro2nili ne , 4-methyl- 2~nitroaniline , 4 - chloro-2-nitro-
on:i l_in..:; , 3· -ni t r oanilin'J , 4--wethyl--3- ni troaniline , 6--me thyl- 3-ni troaniline , 
1, ni c·:oanj J:i.ne ~-nd 2 -chloro - 4 - ni troaniline were supplied as British Drug 
L Jl.lses :·_, i)O:i.'a tory · J agen-cs . G--uethyl .. ·2--ni troaniline was supplied by t he 
~·
1 :1·icl1 Chem::ic2J Co . (1t:i.s8onsi n, U. S.A . ) and 2- oethyl- 4 - nitroaniline by 
.w,, Light and Co . (Colnbroo1<: , U. K.) . 
2,6-diuethyl- 4 - nitroaniline had been prepared by BoV . O'GraC::..; i n the 
vO~rse of a p r evious inve stiga tion( 35 ). 
AJ.l t hese che:uic:1J.s vrnre r e crystallized at least t wice from triple 
-4 distilled. rrn.ter and oade up as 10 M aqueous solutions . 
(' ) .Qt_L~:!."' ~glution_ COi~O!).~nt~ : Potc?.s sit1..i1 chloride (May and Baker laborato:-ry 
er· .le ) :as tn~Ge t i oes r ecrystallized from triple distilled water . Constant 
o~_ling poin-c hydrochloric acid wa prepared according to the oethod of 
•r 7 _, 1 ,., ,... d d 7 7 ( 36) f ~. 
- 0._ CilO .. 2.11 ,.,.'.l:rlr 8..1... _ rofil r.ay and Bal:er laboratory grade acid ( s . g . 1 . 180). 
· ·1l-:.Ja_:;."'01.1 s diso1.1iuo hydrogen phosphate and citric acid vrere British Drug Houses 
, .. l - •. _ i· r,,.. -
, ... ·.. ,J \. ~ - g~ade ( ' !illalar ') r eagents . 
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(c) Mercury: Connercial grade mercury was twice distilled and further 
treated according to the method of Ives and Janz( 37 ). 
(d) Gelatine: For that part of the investigation where the influence of 
gelatine concentration on E1/ 2 was studied, the gelatine used was supplied 
by Davis Gelatine Pty. Ltd . , Sydney. 
(e) Water: Triple distilled water was prepared by redistilling Departmental 
distilled water twice through glass. A soall amount of alkaline potassium 
permanganate was added to the first retort and one or two drops of phosphoric 
acid to t ne second . 
The aim in using water of this purity was to avoid traces of surface 
active outerial . 
2. 6 Preparation of Solutions 
Except where otherwise stated in the text all solutions studied were 
10-S M with respect to the depolariser. Constant boiling point hydrochloric 
acid oral cilvaine buffer system (for pH values greater than about 4.5) was 
used to obtain the required pH . Sufficient potassium chloride was then added 
to bring the ionic strength to 0 . 1. Triple distilled water was used in all 
solutions. 
Each solution prepared for use in the polarographic cell was made up 
(either in 250 ml . or 100 ml. quantities) by diluting an amount of the 
appropriate depolariser stock solution. Hydrochloric acid, when it was used, 
was added from an ap ropriate stock solution made up from the constant 
boiling oint solution . Potassium chloride and the buffer components 
(citric acid and anhydrous disodium hydrogen phosphate) were weighed out in 
-46-
appropriate amounts and the solid material added in the course of diluting 
the particular solution. This was a more tedious practice than the use of 
stock solutions, but it was found at the beginning of the investigation that 
stock solutions of the buffer components very quickly developed a fungus. 
From a table for the preparation of Mcilvaine buffer solutions of 
particular pH values( 3B) the required weights of each component were calcul-
ated, together with the amount of potassium chloride necessary to bring the 
solution to ionic strength 0.100. These weights for the preparation of a 
250 ml. solution are shown in Table II. Interpolation for an intermediate 
pH value produced very little error in the ionic strength of the solution. 
TABLE II 
Proportions of Buffer Components and Base Electrolyte Required for Solutions 
of Various pH and Ionic Strength 0.100 
pH Wt. of Citric Acid Wt. of Na2H(P04 ) Wt. of KCl 
4.6 O .1399g. 0.1660g. 1.5700g. 
4.8 0.1329g. 0.1754g. 1.5569g. 
5.0 0.1272g. 0.1832g. 1.5443g. 
5.4 0.1135g. 0.2019g. 1.5161g. 
6 .1 0.09298g. 0 . 2280g. 1 .4756g. 
6.75 0 . 06253g. 0.2690g. 1.4151g. 
2.7 Measurement of Drop Characteristics 
The life time of the drop was measured by using a stopwatch to time 
at least thirty drops. To guard against miscounting a further ten were 
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then similarly timed. When the average times corresponded, that for the 
larger nUL1ber of drops was taken as the value for~-
Drop weights were me ~sured by the method described in Section 2.1 
using the device illustrated in Figure (1). At least fifty drops were allowed 
to collect in the cup before being drawn into the weighing tube. (A syringe 
connected with polythene tubing was used to provide suction.) As a check 
against miscounting a simultaneous measure of the drop time was made with a 
stopwatch . 
The drop characteristics were measured at the conclusion of the forward 
and reverse tracing of the polarographic wave. The voltage was shifted man-
ually to a point close to the half-wave potential and both the drop time and 
weight determined as above. A small error in potential had little effect on 
either f3 or w. 
It was found that the measured drop time was inversely proportional to 
the height of the mercury column. (This was measured on an arbitrary centi-
metre scale provided with the column assembly of the Radiometer Polariter. 
The scale was set so that zero we.s about 14cm. above the tip of the dropping 
mercury electrode. Apart from that part of the work where the alteration of 
drop chn.racteristics was measured, the height of the column wns kept set at 
"28cm." on the arbitrary scale.) By plotting 1/f3 against the mercury column 
heights~ could be found for any height of mercury. The weight of the mercury 
drop was found not to alter significantly with the column height. These 
results are discussed in Section 3. 
Current-time curves &t fixed voltage over the lifetime of a drop 
11 
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could be obtained using a Solartron Solarscope CD 1014.3 oscilloscope to 
which a current amplifier and power supply (built in the electronics workshop 
of the Chemistry Department by i.tt . R.J. Nichols) were linked to enhance the 
gain. An Oscilloscope Camera (type no. A.C. 2/25, D. Shackman and Sons, 
London, U.K.) could be used to photograph the curves. 
2.8 General 
The current measurements reported are accurate to better than 3%. The 
exceptions are measurements of the polarographic maximum current, \i, for 
which the results were not always as consistent*. 
Calibration of the polarograph was checked with a Precision Vernier 
PotentioIBeter (ty-pe No. 7568, W.G. Pye and Co. Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). On 
the chart obtained from the recorder of the polarograph it was possible to 
measure voltage to within half a millivolt. At this degree of precision, 
readings obtained on the vernier potentiometer were indistinguishable from 
those on the polarographic chart. 
With care, the initial voltage on the polarograph prior to an 
experimental determination could be set to within half a millivolt of 0. 000 
volts versus the saturated calonel electrode. Successive measurements of 
E1; 2 amost invariably agreed to within 1.SmV. The accuracy of E1; 2 
measurements reported may be taken as better than± 0.002 mV. 
At the low currents measured , only a small correction was required 
for the ohmic potential drop. Considerations of t he geometry of the cell 
* When other measurementP takGn were satisfactory, it was not alwnys 
practicable to repeat a s~_ries of polarographic measureoents simply to 
obtain better values for ih. 
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used and of the conductivity of 0.1 M KCl, led to an estimate for the cell 
resistence of approx. 7000 ohms. Comparison of the half-wave potentials 
obtained with solutions of 0.600 x 10-5 Mand 1.000 x 10-5 M 4-nitroaniline 
(in 0.099 M KCl and 0.001 M HCl) led to a figure of 8.85 x 103 ohms from the 
relation( 8 ) 
•••••• (2.1) 
Equation (2.1) was applied to the average of the i 1/ 2 and apparent E1; 2 
values (in volts vs. S.C.E.) measured over five temperatures (see Table III). 
~I'ABLE III 
Current and Apparent Half-Wave Potential for Two 4-nitroaniline Solutions 
15°c 25°C 35°C 45°c 55°C 
0.6 x 10-5 M solution 
Men.sured E1/ 2 -0.330 -0.322 -o. 317 -0.314 -0.310 
-
2 X i 1; 2 0.1596 0.177 0 0.2022 0.241+-2 0.2808 
1 .0 X 10-5 M solution 
Measured E1/ 2 -0. 331 -0.323 -0.317 -0.314 -0.311 
2 X i1/2 0.2610 0.3006 0.3444 0.3858 o.4506 
During the course of the investigation, two different instruments were 
used to measure pH. These were a Radiometer Autotitrator TTT1c instrument 
with Scale Expc..nder (PHA 630Ta) and a Beckman Research pH meter (101901). 
Either instrument gave accurate readings to better than 0.005 pH units. 
However, the pH figures reported have been rounded off to the nearest 0 .01 
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units. Where the text or a Figure gives the pH as, for example, 11 3.05 ! o.03u, 
the intention is to indicate the rwge of pH values of the different solutions 
used, not the accuracy of a particular pH measurement. 
It has been convenient, in the text, to indicate temperature in whole 
degrees. However, as implied in Section 2.1, 35°c (for example) may be 
k O + 0 ta en as 35.00 C - 0 . 02 C. Where the temperature is not explicitly mentioned 
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Section 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3 .1 The Half-Wave Potential and pH 
Figure ( 4) summarises the E1; 2-pH relations obtained for various deriv-
atives of 2-nitroaniline, 3-nitroaniline and 4-nitroaniline. The lines drawn 
imply a linear relation. That this assumption is not always strictly justif-
ied is shown by the 2-nitroaniline series and both 3-nitroaniline derivatives, 
which show evidence of slight curvature. 
Elving( 4) discusses the possible forms which the E1; 2-pH relation may 
talce . In general, he concludes that most non-linear forras are likely to be 
segments of an overall 11 sigr1oidal" or S-shaped relation. According to Elving, 
such a relation raay often be explained in terms of a variation in the nature 
of the electroactive species (e.g., a variation in the relative proportions 
of the protonated and non-protonated forms). The sigmoidal relationship 
results from the superimposing of this change upon the intrinsic variation 
of the electrode process with pH. 
If' this explanation of non-linearity is at all satisfactory, it should 
most satisfactorily account for the behaviour of the meta-nitroanilines, 
which have higher pK values* than the corresponding ortho- and para- cora-
a 
pounds. The pK of 4-methyl-3-nitroaniline is 2.96 and that of 3-nitro-
a 
aniline is 2.46. (The pK for 6-methyl-3-nitroaniline is not recorded in 
a 
the literature, but is probably close to that for the structurally sioilar 
compound 4-methyl-3-nitroaniline.) Both the protonated and non-protonated 
* Most of the values for pK referred to are due to Biggs( 3B). Others 
are taken from Perrin's refer:nce work( 39). 
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forms will be present in significant proportions over the pH range studied. 
The effect of protonation meta- to the nitre group will be to diminish 
the ease with which the nitro group can be reduced. As the pH increases and 
the proportion of protonated molecules falls, the meta-nitroanilines should 
therefore become easier to reduce (disregarding the effect of pH specifically 
on the electrode process). The gradient of the E1; 2-pH relation should ther~-
fore fall with increasing pH. This is certainly the case with 6-methyl-3-
nitroaniline (and, very slightly, with 3-nitroaniline). On this account the 
behaviour of 4-raethyl-3-nitroaniline is most anomalous. Clearly, a different 
explanation is required for the deviation from line Drity here. 
At first sight, it might appear that the devi~tions from linearity by 
the ortho-nitroaniline series could be explained also on the basis of a 
dininishing proportion of the protonated form as the pH rises. Protonation 
ortho- to the nitro group should make reduction of the latter easier. It 
might then seem that the increasing E1; 2-pH gradient for these compounds is 
re adily explained. 
Yet the pK of 2-nitroaniline is -0.26 and for the other compounds in 
a 
the ortho- series it is probably close to this value (pK values for 4-methyl-
a 
2-nitroaniline and 6-methyl-2-nitroaniline do not appear to be recorded in 
the literature). The proportion of protonuted molecules in tne pH range 
studied will thus be insignificant. The linearity of the para-nitroaniline 
series (members of which have pK values of about 1) would be most surprising 
a 
if this explanation were accepted for the curvature of the ortho-nitroaniline 
series. 
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The most likely explanation for the increasing E1; 2-pH gradient found 
for the ortho-nitroaniline series is that the nitro group is hindered by the 
adjacent a@ino group, which shields it from proton approach. (As the reduct-
ion scheme shmvn in Section 1.7 indicates, protons oust approach the nitro group 
for the reduction to be able to proceed.) The shielding effect would be 
expected to become more serious as hydrogen ions became scarcer. As the pH 
increased reduction would therefore become more difficult than for a non-
hindered nitro group. 
This arguraent not only accounts for the deviation from linearity of 
the E1; 2-pH relation for ortho-nitroanilines, but also for the anomalous be-
haviour of 4-methyl-3-nitroaniline. In this case it is the methyl group 
which is responsible for the shielding. The slightly sharper change in the 
gradient observed with this compound is probably due to the larger me thyl 
group providing a more effective "shield" than the amino group in the case 
of the ortho- nitroanilines. 
The linearity observed in the para-nitroaniline series shows the 
primary effect of pH on the electrode process. The secondary effects of 
steric hindrance and change in the degree of protonization are not present 
here. (The change in the degree of protonization of the amino group over the 
pH r ange studied will have little significance. The pK values of t he para-
a 
nitroanilines studied are all about 1. The concentration of the protonated 
molecule will therefore be only a small fraction of the total depolariser 
concentration even at the lower end of the pH scale.) 
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Table IT shows the E1; 2-pH relations corresponding to the lines drawn 
in Figure (4). It is clear from this figure that only the para-nitroaniline 
series (and meta-nitroaniline itself) can be accurately represented (over 
the pH range studied) in this way. 
TABLE IV 
2-nitroaniline E1/2 :: -0.130 - 0.0524 pH 
4-methyl-2-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.139 - 0.0506 pH 
6-methyl-2-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.124 - 0.051 9 pH 
4-chloro-2-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.094 - 0.0488 pH 
3-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.095 - 0.0428 pH 
4-nethyl-3-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.030 - 0.061 3 pH 
6-me thyl-3-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.115 - 0.0428 pH 
4-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0 .183 - 0.0440 pH 
2,6-dimethyl-4-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.215 - O.o4o7 pH 
2-methyl-4-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.184 - 0 .0457 pH 
2-chloro-4-nitroaniline E1/2 = -0.159 - 0.0377 pH 
The r esults for the chloro- substituted compounds are shown in 
Table V.These are more easily reduced than other members of their series* . 
Halleck and Exner(4-o) also report a linear E1; 2-pH plot for para-
nitroaniline. From the graph they publish it is possible to derive the 
relation E1; 2 = -0.232 - 0 .64pH. (This relation is consistent with the E1; 2 
value extrapolated to pH=O and plotted in the paper of Holleck, Marsen and 
* The greater ease of reduction is due in each case to the chloro-
substituent being meta- to the nitro group. Otherwise, the behaviour is 
consistent with other members of the appropriate series. 
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Exner(1).) Shreve and Markham(}) had earlier derived the relation E1; 2 = 


















All these workers had studied solutions containing a higher depolariser 
concentration than was used in the present investigation. Halleck and Exner 
used solutions with 10-3M 4-nitroaniline, while Shreve and Markham's solutions 
were half this concentration. 
Holleck and Exner had used a complex buffer system (41 ) involving 
sodium hydroxide, phosphoric acid, citric acid, boric acid and hydrochloric 
acid as components at all pH values. 
methanol . 
Their solutions also contained 1% 
Shreve and Markha.ra, on the other hand, used solutions which contained 
0.0~fo gelatine as a maximum suppressor (and a trace of thymol as a preserv-
ative) with a different buffer system at each pH. These authors also studied 
the influence of ethanol as a solution constituent. With increasing ethanol 
concentration they found an increasing slope for the E1; 2-pH relation. They 
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range 10-4 t o 1 o-3 -,I . Both t hes e obser vati ons may ace unt f or the di s crep-
ancy between the results of the present investigation and those of both pairs 
of workers mentioned. 
3.2 The Inf'luence of Gelatine 
Because of Shreve and Markham's use of a high gelatine concentration 
in their solutions and the discrepancy between their results and those of 
the present investigation, the inf'luence of gelatine was studied both on the 
half-wave potential itself (at fixed pH) and upon the E1; 2-pH relation. 
Figure (5) shows the half-wave potential of a solution of 1.08 x 10-5 M 
4-nitroaniline (at pH= 3.12 ± 0.03) plotted against the percentage weight 
of gelatine in the solution. 
It is clear from the Figure that the presence of gelatine has a very 
profound effect on the electrode processes. The shape of the curve is mark-
edly similar to the sigmoidal E1; 2-pH relations found by Elving and his co-
workers (42 ),(4)_ The explanation for this phenomenon put forward by Elving 
was outlined in Section 3.1, but it Qay be that both effects could have a 
similar explanation. For example, an alternation in the structure of the 
double layer at the mercury-solution interface might serve to explain both 
sets of phenomena. 
Using the same concentration of 4-nitroaniline as above the variation 
of E1; 2 with pH was studied for solutions containing 0.02% gelatine. Table VI 
gives the results, wnich closely conformed to the relation 
E1/ 2 = -0.144 - 0.086pH. 
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TABLE VI 
Effect of E1; 2 on pH 













Holleck and Exner(40) also studied the influence, on the polarographic 
wave of 4-nitroaniline, of various maximum suppressors. Their results with 
gelatine are concerned with the effect on the wave of a 0.1% concentration 
and are not easily compared with either Shreve and Merkham's results or those 
of the present investigation. They do show, however, that the addition of 
gelatine shifts E1/ 2 to a more negative potential. 
One fundamental difficulty in comparing sets of results of different 
workers with gelatine is the somewhat indefinite nature of the compound 
itself. "According to the mode of manufacture, gelatines can show many diff-
erences in structure, and so in behaviour, which can confuse the interpret-
ation of results. 11 ( 43 ) It is probable that the difference between Shreve and 
Markham's results and those shown in Table VI is due mainly to a difference 
in the quality of the gelatines. 
The radical effect of gelatine on the half-wave potential shown in 
Figure (5), together with the difficulty in comparing results with different 
gelatines, was one reason which led to use of solutions without ma.xl.Illum 
suppressors. An additional reason was an interest in the study of the 
polarographic maxima themselves. 
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3.3 Polarographic Maxima and Temperature 
The polarographic raaximum heights, ¾i, obte.ined for different concen-
trations of 4-nitroaniline (all at pH= 3.05 ! 0.03) are plotted against 
temperature in Figure (6). In each case, a linear relation was obtained 
whose slope increased with concentration. Extrapolating the relation found 
for each concentration gives a point of intersection below the current origin. 
This probably indicates that the maximum current measured is a slight under-
estimate of the true current. 
There is an interesting correspondence between these results and those 
of Hogge and Kraichman( 44) for the variation of the current at a rotating 
disc electrode with the square root of the angular velocity of the disc. 
Levich( 34) showed that the results of these workers wer e in good agreement 
with the theoretical expressions for the current at a rotating disc. 
As the discussion in Section 1 showed, the general opinion is that 
polarographic maxima are produced by streaming at the mercury-solution 
interface. It follows that increased streaming will produce an increased 
current. Indeed, Levich( 34) deduces that the current is proportional to the 
squt\iI'e root of the surface velocity of the drop. Although Levich gives 
relations for this velocity*, these are expressed in forms wliich do not make 
the task of working out the explicit temperature dependence a feasible one. 
The considerations of De Levie( 9) regarding the effect of adsorption in 
producing the streaoing also need to be applied to Levich's equations and 
the effect of tempereture on adsorption taken into account. This l atter 
* Equations (113.1) to (113.9), pp. 568-570 of Levich's work( 34)_ 
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effect may well have more than one characteristic pattern. The linear relat-
ion obtained for the ~-T plots of 4--nitroaniline need not, then, necessarily 
be the pattern for all compounds. 
For 2-nitroaniline, in fact, the results were compar~ble with those of 
4--nitroaniline only at low teQperatures (see Table VII). In the higher temp-
erature range the increase in ih was much smaller than would have been expected 
froo a linear extrapolation of the results at low teoperatures. 
TABLE VII 
Polarographic Maximum Height,~' for Solutions of 2-nitroaniline at 
pH = 3 • 1 0 :t 0. 02 
1 .o x 1 o-5M 1.4 x 10-SM 1 .8 x 10-SM 2.2 x 10-5M 
15°c 0.0120 0.0342 0.0708 O .1638 
25°c 0.0282 0.0780 0.1470 0.2130 
35°C o.0444 0.1110 0.1806 0.2148 
45°c 0.0786 0.1332 0.1896 0.2148 
55°C 0.0900 0.14o4 0.1950 0.2304 
All the polarographic maximum results for 2-nitroaniline are smaller 
than those for 4-nitroaniline. This may be explained on the basis of the 
adsorption of the final reduction products in each case. If the amino groups 
at each end of para-phenylenediamine adsorb at the mercury-solution interf~ce, 
the whole molecule will lie flat on the effective surface of the electrode . 
If each amino group on ortho-phenylenediamine is SIDilarly linked at the 
interface the molecules need not lie flat and CTay even project at right 





streaming at the interface. On this b~sis the smaller spike maxima found 
for ortho-nitroaniline, as compared with a similar concentration of para-
nitroaniline, nay be readily explained. 
TABLE VIII 
Polarographic Maximum Height,¾' for Solutions of 3-nitroaniline at 
pH= 3.11 ± 0.02 
1 .o x 1 o-5M 1 .4 x 10-SM 1.8 x 10-SM 2.2 x 10-SM 
15°c 0.0330 
25°C 0.0198 0.0492 0.0858 
35°C 0.0234 0.0390 0.0960 0.1416 
45°c 0.0372 0.0516 0 .1404 0.1950 
55°C 0.0558 0.0540 0.1680 0.2244 
T~b l c VIII shows the results obtained for 3-nitroaniline. Bearing in 
mind that th~s compound undergoes only a four electron reduction the results 
are inter~ediate between those for 2-nitroaniline and 4-nitroaniline. The 
final reduction product for this compound may re-arrange to form 
2,4-djaminophenol. This compound might be expected to adsorb in a similar 
manner to para-phenylenediaraine. The results might then be expected to 
follow a similar pa~tern for 4-nitroaniline. This expectation is at least 
partly borne out by the figures in Table VIII. 
3.4 Anomalous Behaviour of the Mercury Drop Following Polarographic Maxima 
At an early stage of the investigation irregularities were observed on 
the upper plateau of the wave immediately following the polarographic 
CURRE NT- TIME CURVES IN THE VICINITY OF A POLAROGRAPHIC MAXIMUM 
(4-nitroaniline l .O OOxl0- 5M, 25°C, pH 3) 
Figure (7a) -0.400 volts vs. S.C.E. 
Figure (7b) -0.380 volts vs. S.C.E. 
1, 
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maximum. These irregularities were further investigated by obtaining current-
time curves in this region. 
The anomaly proved to be a distortion of the current-time curve at 
fixed voltage over the life tioe of the drop. The typical distortion obtained 
is shown in Figure (7a) and consists of a maximum in the curve followed by a 
minimum. 
Schmid and Reilley( 45 ) and later Reilley and Stumm( 46 ) distinguished 
three kinds of distortion, all of which they attributed to the presence of an 
adsorbed layer on the mercury drop. Which type of abnormal curve was obtained 
depended on whether the extent of film foroation was governed mainly by 
(i) the rate of diffusion of the surface active n.gent, (ii) the rate of ad-
sorption and the adsorption equilibrium, or (iii) the adsorption equilibrium. 
In the first case, Reilley et al. found a general depression of the 
curve. For case (ii) the curve resulting had a maximum followed by a sharp 
decrease to zero. In the final case a maximum followed by a broad minimum 
was the result. This corresponds to the distortion typified by Figure (7a) 
which was obtained for 4-nitroaniline (1 .000 x 10-5 M) at 0.400 volts vs. 
s.c.E. 
Figure (7b) shows a current-time curve for the sarae solution taken 
close to the polarographic maximum (at 0.380 volts). It can be seen that 
this corresponds to Reilley's case (ii). 
These results appear to offer confirmation of the view that adsorption 
phenomena play a significant part in the formation of polarographic maxima. 
In particular, De Levie's views appear to be supported (see the quotation 
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portion of the polarographic wave, since in this region the reduction product 
is produced more slowly than at a higher (more negative) potential. In the 
enhanced region, the rate of adsorption will be as significwt as the adsorp-
tion equilibrium. In the region of' the cathodic limiting current, however, 
as De Levie says , the concentration of the reduction product will change much 
less . The adsorption equilibrium. will therefore b0 the only controlling 
factor . 
3.5 Variation of the Drop Characteristics 
It was found that the reciprocal of the drop time, ~' varied linearly 
with the height of the mercury column . Figure (8) shows typical results ob-
tained , in this case for 2-nitroaniline (1 . 000 x 10-5M at pH= 3) at three 
temperatures . The measurements were taken at a potential close to E112 • 
It was found that the weight of the mercury drop did not alter signif-
icantly with the drop time . There was a slight che.nge with temperature*, 
but this resulted in a change of less than 1% in w2/ 3. Table IX shows the 
drop weights corresponding to the reciprocal drop tioes in Figure (8). 
Normally, work was carried out at a column height of 28cm. The values 
obtained for~ by extrapolation of the linear 1/~ rel<ltion were those actually 
used . 0 0 Measurements were not usually carried out at 15 C and 55 C. Figures 
for~ at thes e teoper atures were obtained by extrapolating those used at 25°c, 
35°C and 45°c . In the polarographic equations the drop time occurs in the 
form ~1/ 2 - this latter procedure t herefore produced little error. 
* The slight change with temperature observed with these results 1s not 
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The drop weights used in the polarographic calculations were obtained 
by averaging all the results (whether at different column heights or at diff-
erent temperatures) for a particular solution. 
It was found t hat the ratio 2i1; 2/~
1/ 2 varied only slightly over the 
range of~ studied. 
Results other than those already r eported here are tabulated in 
Appendix III. 
3.6 Polarographic Currents and Teoperatures 
Analysis of t he variation of polarographic current with tewperature 
using the me thods dGscribed in Section 1 . 8 and Appendix II showed, for each 
case studied, tha t the polarographic current me ~sured (twice i 1; 2 ) correspond-
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shows the results obtained for 4-nitroaniline at pH= 3.05 ! 0.03. The 
symbols represent the experimental results and the lines the corresponding 
id-T relations calculated from a least squares analysis of the experimental 
data*. 
The sets of results obtained for each concentration were analysed sep-
arately. The calculated molecular radius obtained in each case is shown in 
Table X. 
TABLE X 
Culculated Molecular Radii for 4-nitroaniline Solutions 
r 2.456.K 2 .432 X 2.582.A 
Average radius= 2.46A 
The average figure for r (2.46 A) found by the least squares analysis con-
p~r 0s fQvuur~bly uith t he estioate of 3.71A found by a consideration of the 
bond lengths. The latter figure is obtained by considering a two dimensional 
representation of the oolecule. If the "thickness" of the molecule is also 
* The viscosity raeasureraents used in these analyses wer~ t~en from those 
given for 0.1 }Ji KCl in the International Critical Tablesl..47). Equation (1.1a) 
was found to give a good approximation for the viscosities at various temp-
eratures when W = 8.626 x 104 and u = 1984.7. Kaminskyl..48) has obtained 
values for the viscosity of 0.1 M KCl which are an inprovement on the older 
work but his results only extended as far as 42.5°c. The solutions actually 
used for the part of the investigation reported above were 0.09 Min KCl and 
0.001M in HCl. Co0parison 9f Kruninsky's viscosity measurements for KCl and 
those of Hueckel and Schoafl..49) for HCl shov1s that the presence of the HCl 
~ill have little effect on the overall viscosity of the solution. 
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TABLE XI 
Diffusion Current-Teraperature Variation for 2-nitroaniline and 3-nitroaniline 
A. 2-nitroaniline 
1 .ooo x 1 o-5M 1 .4-00 x 10-SM 
T( 0 c) id(calc) id( expt) id(calc) id(expt) 
15 0.2369 0.2412 0.3223 0.34-02 
25 0.2746 0.2784 0.3734 0.3906 
35 o. 3158 0.3240 o.4294 o.4356 
45 0.3636 o. 3612 o.4943 0.4830 
55 0.4150 o.4074 0.5652 0.5502 
1.800 x 10-5M 2.200 x 10-5M 
id(calc) id(expt) id(calc) id(expt) 
15 0.4184 0.4380 0.5077 0.5184 
25 0.4848 o.4902 0.5883 0.6054 
35 0.5575 0.5736 0.6765 o.6846 
45 o.6418 0.6348 0.7787 0.7740 
55 0.7340 0.7146 0.8905 0 .8724 
B. ~-nitroaniline 
T( 0 c) 1 .oo x 1 o-5u 1 .400 x 10-5M 
i d(calc) id(expt) id(calc) id( expt) 
15 O .1639 0 .151 8 0.2332 0.2136 
25 0.1904 0.1788 0.2709 0.2736 
35 0.2194 o. 217 8 0.3123 0.3114 
45 o. 2516 0.2568 0.3582 0.3612 
55 0.2867 0.2982 o.4082 o.4158 
1 • 800 x 1 0 -SM 2.200 x 10-SM 
-
id(calc) id(expt) id(calc) id( expt) 
15 0.3069 0 .2970 0 .3667 0.3606 
25 0.3566 0.3486 0 .4260 o .4248 
35 0 .4112 0.417 6 0.4911 o.4860 
45 o.4717 o .4692 0.5632 0.5514 
55 0.5377 0.5460 0 .6419 0.6606 
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taken into account, the average radius over three dinensions will be less 
than 3 . 7 X. In round figures, the radius obtained from the polarographic 
data is two-thirds of this figure. This is n good correspondence. 
The experimental diffusion currents*obtained for 2-nitroaniline and 
3-nitroaniline, together with those currents calculated to lie on a least 
squares curve of best fit, are given in Table XI (see p.65). 
T~ble XII gives the calculated molecular radii corresponding to the 
figures in Table XI . 
TABLE XII 
Calculated Molecular Radii for 2-nitroaniline and 3-nitroaniline 
2 . 831 K 2.986 X 
0 
2.972 X 2.93 X r(2- nitroaniline) 2.933 A 
r(3-nitroaniline) 2. 638;;: 2.561 2.453 2.558 2.55 
The average figures obtained for the molecul2.:r r a,dii of 2-nitro-
aniline and 3-nitroaniline are larger than @ight be expected from the result 
for 4-nitroaniline . All the figures are, however, of the right order compared 
with the estioate made from bond length data. 
The diffusion coef1icient for e~ch nitroaniline (in 0.099 M KCl and 
0 . 001 M HCl) is shown in Table XIII as a function of teQper~ture. The 
values shown were calculated by using the average radius obtained for each 
molecular species . 
* Half-wave potentials corresponding to the currents reported here are 
given in Appendix III . At the higher concentrations studied E1; 2 begins 
to decrease quite markedly. This confirms the view expressed earlier in 
this Section that the adsorption pat·cern at the electrode surface depends 
on the depolariser concentration in the bulk solution. 
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TABU XIII 






















In the polarographic literature it is soraetines iraplied that the correct-
ion for spherical diffusion is not worth applying - on the asstlI!lption that 
neglecting this will compensate for the depletion effect. In the present 
investigation it was found that neglecting the correction led to very low 
values for the Bolecular radii. In the case of 4-nitroaniline, for example, 
the r adius found on this basis was of the order of 1.7 A and did not correspond 
well to the bond length data. It appears, then, that the depletion effect in 
the present investigation is very soall compured to the correction for 
spherical diffusion. This is most prob nb ly attributable to the low depolar-
iser concentrations used. 
Table XIV shows the variation of the correction for spherical diffusion, 
Q1 (=1 + 34.7 n112 r31/ 2w-1/ 3 + 100(D1/ 2 (31/ 2w- 1/ 3)2), with teIJperature. The 
values for Q1 shown are the averages of those ob tained at each concentration. 
All the results obtained for the uolecular radii of the nitroanilines 
studied are in reasonable accordance with bond length data. This may be 
taken as confiruing that the Einstein-Stokes relation for the diffusion 





The Correction for Spherical Diffusion and Teraperature 
15°c 25°c 35°C 45°c 55°C 
Q 1(2-nitroaniline ) 
1 .081 1 .092 1.104 1 .116 1.128 
Q 1(3-nitroaniline) 
1 . 086 1.098 1 .111 1.124 1.137 
Q 1(4-nitroaniline) 
1 . 089 1 . 101 1 .114 1.127 1 .141 
i 
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Section 4 CONCLUSION 
4.1 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work 
The polarographic reduction of the nitroanilines is not a very tractable 
probleu . Previous studies( 3),( 4o) have not been very successful in providing 
inforoation concerning the actual reduction processes for these compounds. 
These studies have, in effect, been devoted more to gaining information of a 
secondary (though no less inportant) nature - such as the effect on the 
polarographic me ~.sureraents of added surface ac.tive agents or alcohol. 
The investigation reported in this thesis has developed into an in-
vestigation into the usefulness of studying the influence of teoperature in 
polarography. Arising out of this, some excursions have been made into the 
oysteries of polarographic maxima . 
On the latter, the results of the investigation have been interesting 
enough to suggest that the scarcity of previous work in the field has been 
a serious error. Besides the unusual temperature dependence exhibited in 
Figure (6), the anomalous current-time curves are worthy of further invest-
igation. It may be that if suitable adsorption equations can be postula ted, 
an analysis of the variation of current-tine curves with teuperature oay 
prove uost valuable. 
Clearly, what stands in the way of concrete inf'ornation concerning the 
reduction of these coopounds is their adsorption at the electrode interface. 
Over the polarographic wave itself, it is likely that a highly cooplex 
systeo of adsorption equilibria (involving the reduction products at all 
stages) develops. In the theoretical discussion the cases of total ads orpt-
ion and total absence o~ adsorption were the only ones considered. Yet the 
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experimental situation alnost certainly lies sooewhere between these extremes. 
Nevertheless, what has cone out of the present investigation has been 
worthwhile and raay yet lead to a more detailed elucidation of the polarographic 
reduction of these compounds. 
The literature contains few detailed discussions of the temperature 
dependence of polarographic data. An endeavour has been ~2de, therefore, to 
develop the theory of this aspect with some rigour. Sections 1.3 to 1 .8 of 
this thesis have taken somewhat the form of a review on temperature dependence. 
While the polarographic behaviour of the nitroanilines has been kept firnly 
in view, the arguments presented have been made ~ith sufficient generality 
to allow their extension to other systems. 
The results obtained through studying the diffusion current of nitro-
anilines should alone show the feasibility and potential value of temperature 
variation as an explorative tool in polarography. But what may provide even 
oore information is a total analysis of the temperature variation of the 
polarographic wave. For waves obtained at each temperature, current 
measurements may be compared at corresponding potentials (i.e., the currents 
at potentials differing from E1/ 2 by the same increnent) over the whole of 
the wave. The general method and cooputer programs developed in this thesis 
for studying the teDperature vc..riation of i 1/ 2 raay be very readily adapted 




Three Consecutive Electrochemical Reactions in an Irreversible 
Polarographic Wave 
The Absence of Adsorption 
Section 1 .7 gave an expression derived by Berzins and Delahay( 24) for 
the instantaneous current for 2 consecutive electrochemical reactions. The 
treatment of these authors is very readily extended to the case of 3 con-











Berzins and Delahay derived relations for the instantaneous currents, 
1 1 and i 2 , contributed by the first two stages in the reduction scheme above. 
The current contribution of the third stage, i 3 ,is related quite simply to 
the rate constant kf3 and the concentration (at time t) of Red2 at the 
surface of the electrode. If x represents the distance from the electrode, 
the concentration of Red2 may be written, in the general case, as CRed2(x,t). 
Using this notation, the current due to t ue third stage in the reduction 
scheme is 
= ..... . (A.1) 
The essential problem is to derive an expression for CRed2(o,t), t he concen-
tration of Red2 at the electrode surface, in terms of Cox' the bulk concen-
tration of the starting material. Berzins and Delahay considered the same 
A2. 
problem for Red1. 
Fick's second law of diffusion may be written for Red.2 as 
The appropriate boundary conditions for (A.2) are: 
'CRed2(x,t) -~~ 0 as x --> oo 





On putting S = 
- ~ s = 2 
dCRed2 
, this simplifies to dz 
The general solution of this equation is 





• • • • • • (a) 
•••••• (b) 
• • • • • • ( C) 
•••••• ( A. 3) 
•••••• (A.4-) 
•••••• (A.5) 
•••••• ( A. 6) 
Now, ( dcRed2) = dx t 
and hence, 






( Red2) = 11 t-1/2 dx x=O 
On substituting (A.9) into boundary condition (c), 
so that 
On integrating (A.8) 
-1/2Jx 2 CRed2(x,t) = CRed2(0,t) + 11t O ~(-x /4~ed2t) dx 
Applying boundary condition (b), 
-1/21 00 2 0 = CRed2(o,t) + L1t O ~(-x /4DRed2t) dx 
substituting p = x/2.D~~!2t





•••••• ( A.10) 
.•.•.• (A.11) 
•••••• ( A. 1 2) 
••.•.. (A.13 ) 
•....• (A.1 4) 
A4. 
and since 
JCX) 2 I o~(-p) dp = n: 2 
(A.13) may be written as 
On substituting (A.11) into (A.17) and re-arranging 
[ 
k n 1 /2t 1 /2 
f2 ] 
= _1_/_2 ____ 1/-2-1/_2_ cRed1(o,t) 
D k IT t Red2 + f3 
Berzins and Delahay showed that 
where v was defined in Section 1.7. 
Hence, from (A.1), 
[ 
k 1 /2t 1 /2 ] 
f2 
----.---.........---- V 
D1/2 k 1/2t1/2 
Red2 + f3 
B. Total Adsorption of the Reduction Products 






In deriving the current for stage 2 of the reduction, Berzins and 
Delahay used the boundary condition 
2 1 /2 1 /2 dCRed1 (x, t) _ 
kf1CO~(kf1t/Dox)erfc(kf1t /Dox )-kf2CRed1(0,t)+DRed1( dx )x=O-O 
•••••• (A. 21 ) 
which is analogous to (c) in Appendix IA. 
A5. 
In discussing equation (1 .2), it was pointed out that~~ (in this case 
of Red1) at x = 0 corresponds to the concentration gradient at a point in the 
solution close to the electrode surface. This avoids the sharp discontinuity 
which at any time (greater than zero) exists between CRed1 at the electrode 
surface and CRed1 in the immediately adjacent solution. Bearing this in 
mind, if Red1 is totally adsorbed CRed1 = 0 everywhere in the solution and 
it follows that 
qCRed1(x,t) 
( dx )x=O = O 
and the boundary condition used by Berzins and Delahay becomes 
Similarly, boundary condition (c) becomes 




2 1 /2 1 /2 
n1~Atkf1CO~(kf1t/Dox)erfc(kf1t /Dox) 
J.2 = n2?Atkf2CRed1(0,t) 
and 
i3 = n3rAtkf3CRed2(0,t) 













A. A Gen~ral 1ethod for Function Minimization 
Nelder and Mead( 25 ) developed what they describe as a "Simplex Method 
for Function l\11inimization", a "simplex" being the simplest possible mathemat-
ical figure in a given number of dimensions (e.g., a triangle in two dimens-
ions, or a tetrahedron in three dimensions - a simplex being formed by n+1 
points where n is the number of dimensions). The essential perts of their 
method are most easily visualized in two dimensions. A suitable example 
would be the problem of finding the lowest point in a contoured landscape. 
Three starting points are selected and the height (say, above sea level) 
found at each . The highest point is now discarded and replaced by its reflect-
ion across the line through the remaining two points . The height at the new 
point is now determined and compared with the heights of the other two pointso 
The highest point of the three is once again discarded and replaced as before. 
Provided there are no local depressions or hills, continuing this process will 
eventually lead to the lowest region. 
This process of 'normal reflection' was only one of three methods of 
'stepping' the simplex adopted by Nelder and Mead . The remaining two were 
' expansion' in which the si~plex took a longer step than normal and 'contract-
ion' in which a shorter step was taken. 
The writer is indebted to Mr . J.A.Nelder of the National Vegetable 
Research Station, Warwick, U. K., for information regarding a FORTRAN version 
of his original program available in .Australia and to }lir. D .E. Shaw of the 
A7 . 
Division of lliatheoatical Statistics, C. S. I.R . O. , Sydney, for supplying a 
card deck and listing of t his progreo . 
Shaw's fJ rogr[-!.n was found to Ylork well , but to be t oo slow for conven-
ient o_perE:.tion on the I . B. lh . System 360 Computer availe.ble in t he Australian 
National University. This was apparently due to the exceptionally long 
function evaluation required by the problem being investigated. (The invol-
ved nature of the function required is appBrent from Section 1 . ) 
A faster computer program was designed on slightly different principles 
froLl those used originally by Nelder and Ii/iead. This new prograi:i required, 
in general , only one function evaluation per step . Some efficiency in 
choosing the best step each tiIBe was thereby sacrificed , but this r esulted 
in the addition of only a few extra steps . In the new prograQ t he bGsic 
rules governing the stepping of a siu1plex were as follows. 
An ordinary step was mode by reflection of the highest point and 
occurred only when the conditions for contraction or expansion rwrc o,bss~1t. 
Contraction occurred only when the newest point in the current siuplox 
was also the l1ighest . A contraction step was made by discarding the hign8s~ 
point in f nvour of the centroid of the previous siE,plex. L'io re t hnn t11ree 
consecutive contractions were forbidden . (This was to prevent 8xcessive 
distortion of t he sioplex . ) 
Expansion occurred only when the r'unction ve.lue a t the higiies t point 
exceeded th£ value at the lowest point by more than a J r eset value.* 
* 'rhe origi:r.trrl intention was to allow cxpcnsion whe!1 the grc;diont oetween 
th0 hictcst and lo\;cst points of the siCTpl~x exca~ded e preset value, but 
ni tn the ~-?..r ticular probl'--ri b1Jing studied expansion _!_) roved to 01:: e, usdi'ul 
form of step only in the initinl s tages . The possibilities for expansion 
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A8 . 
An Gxp ansion step was made by enhanced reflection of the highest point . 
Cons ecutive expansions would increase in magnitude, rapidly approaching the 
r egion or the minimum . Once a contraction occurred, further expwsions were 
pr evented - unless three consecutive contractions occurred , when t he possib-
ility for expwsion ·was reopened. (This allowed correction of any exc essive 
distortion produced by over-contraction in one direction.) 
A block diagrara of the program is shown in Figure (A1) nnd t he prograra 
listing is given in Table AI. The prograQ is written in FORTRAN DJ (sublevel 
G) f or use on an I.B.Ivi. System 360 Computer. Several of the variable name s 
cor1~espond to those in Shaw's program; however their significance is not 
always exactly the saJJe. The nurabers on Figure (A1) (e.g ., 34 to 57) corres -
pond to the statement nur:ibers on the left of Table AI. The main pr 0grara r 1:; -
qui~es a subroutine to calculate the function values. This is des i gn~t ed 
1~V.AL and has an extra entry point, ~UNCTN . 
The program is generalized to operate in one to eight dimensions . 
In oth8r \'fords, it will seek values for up to eight unknown p 2rame t er s which 
correspond to t he minimum value of the particular function. The i nt eger 
var i L.'b le name NP.AR.Aiv1 represents the number of parameters, which i n Tab l e AI 
is s e t ~~ual to s. 
im initia l estimate of each p e.ruue ter must be provided to t he pr ogram 
i n the variables STJu{T(1) to START(5) and what is, i n eff ect, a cor respondin.g 
sc~ling f actor for each parameter in STEP (1) t o STEP(5). If it is possib l e 
to mnke a good initial estimate for a parame t er, t he correspondi ng TEP can 
be s et at ab out one-tenth of the START value. If t he order of t he parawe t ~r 
A9. 
is only known approximately it is probably better to set STEP equal to ST.ART. 
The me thod of setting up the initial simplex froQ the START and STEP values 
(see Table AI, statements 34 to 36) is taken from the program provided by 
1·1r. D. E. Shaw . 
Function evaluation for the set of parame ters at each point of t he 
simplex is carried out in the subroutine EVAL. (This subroutine vill be dis-
cuss ed for the particular problem being studied in a later part of this 
App endix . ) The values of the parameters are allotted the variable names F(1) 
t o F(5) . The subroutine takes these values and returns the appropria t e 
function value as t he variable FUNC. The points of t he si@plex are giv~n 
by P(1,I) t o P( NPA.l{Alv1+1,I) where I has the values 1 to NPlffiluvi and t he numbers 
1 t o NPiiliJ\1'1+1 r epr esent the index of each point . For t he Kth point P(K, 1) = 
F(1), P(K , 2) = F(2), P(K,3) = F(3) etc. Once the function value, FUNG, for 
a particular point K, is returned to the main program, it is stored as t he 
variable F'N(K) . 
When function values are not being calculated in connec tion with a s t ep 
of the simplex (e . g., the functi on value s associated with the points of t he 
initial simplex) subr outine ~VAL is entered at t he entry point FUNCTN. 
Normal entry t hr ough EVAL itself is only used when a step is being uade . 
The statement l 1v~VAL= mEVA1+1 is placed between t he entry points EV1\L and 
.tUNCTN, so that t he nuraber of steps taken ( NTuiEVAL) is brought up to date. 
Whe n NhEVAL equals "'WiAXVAL , the maximUB nunber of steps per rai tted (pr eset at 
200 in t he listing s110wn), the program is t er minat ed. 
T 8 ot he r means of t er mination occurs when the program as r eached 
Q mi ni mum . For e&ch point, K, a variable ERROR(K) is calculated . This is 
A10 . 
tlw modulus of t he difference between FN(K) and the aver cge function value of 
all the points divided by the average function value. When ERROR at each 
po i nt is l8ss than a pre-set figure (STOPCR), the program tests for a Iillni11ur:i . 
T~1is is dona by coE1parJ_ng the function value at the centroid with the highes t 
of the function va lue s at t h e points . If the function value at the centroid 
:·.s lower it regar ds the centroid of the current simplex as the Iilinirrmn . ):< 
The p r o r n:n contains a facility for talcing the minir:1um found, perturbing 
it and b8ginning a n2w s8arch fr om this st arting point. This may be very us e -
ful TTith sorae varieties of function, but was not used in the particular case 
::i_nvestigated here . If the integer variable ISTG.A.P is s e t equal to K+1, pert--
u:!:ba·" .i.on of the E1inimuo found will take place K times . 
WLun t e program is t e r mina ted (either v;hen a miniru.ur.1 is r e ache cl , or 
when the maxinum nunber of steps is exceeded), the integer vari able I NFORI/1 
:i.s set eqllal to 1 (otherwise, it is always zero). The subroutine EV.AL is 
so 1.'::.~i t t~n tha t "rhen IN.r10hlvi equals 1 the inf orraa tion required at the o inirrm · 
function value is c alculated in full and printed out by t he comput er. \!hen 
thu integc~: vo,riatile iviNPATH has b een s e t initially at 1 , t he coLlputer v1ill 
ha¥a also printed out the path taken by t he simplex in its s~arch for the 
11.._:11_n1 • • 1i1l-1 is i~ of t en a particularly useful facility . 
J.hs .rJ_rcgr:::u:i .,l'f a s developed priiilarily to as sist in t he analysis of 
po1m:-osr~f)hic do,to. by finding the le as t suo of squares of the deviations 
bet::8en ex~cri~~ntally ob t a ined polarographic currents and calcula t ed 
cui::-rents der ived ±'rom th0oretical equati ons . However, t he pr ogram was 2.lso 
::: ~i1is ;,.1E:.,thod of ending the senrch is adapted froL1 one dev~loped by 
r··-·- , J. R . Cnris tie i n an analogous prograiil . 
A11 . 
designed with a view to wider application and has also been tested in crystallo-
graphic probleras . As it stands , it is capable of further r8fineruent (partic-
ularly with regard to exp c. nsion of the simplex) . The program has, however, 
adequately perforraed the job it was priDarily designed to do. 
The writer would like to express here his gratitude to the staff of the 
A. N. U. Computer Centre for rJuch helpful advice and assistance with the many 
problews which arose in ~he development of the prograi:u . He is also CTost 
grateful to Dr . C. S . Rann and r,Ir . R. Speed of the Che17iis try Departraent for 
many nelpful discussions on computing techniques. 
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TABLE AI 
Main Program Listing 
1 COMlV10N t'I.AXV AL , N 
2 COiviMON P(23 ,20) ,F(20) ,FN(22) .,DEV(22) , E1: iOr<.(22) 
3 cor,uvior ST.AhT( 5) , STEP(5) 
4 C01vuv10N NlvlEV AL..rFDNC 
5 CO iiV10N INiORiv1 
6 NP ArtAiv1= 5 
7 -~iAi..V.AL=200 
8 HOPSZE=1 . 5 
9 MNPATH=1 
10 BIGHOP=2 . 0 
11 .t.XPNSN=NP M.Afo 
12 ISTGAP=1 
13 STOPCR=0 . 0003 
1 4 r..Xl AC=~XPNSN 
1 5 I =NP AR.AM+ 1 
16 TJ1=N+1 
17 E =N 
1 8 ST.AiiT(1)=0 . 6 
19 STlui.T(2)=19000 . 
20 STAhT(3)=1 . 
21 S'.r.ArtT( 4 )=0. 31 OOE-07 
22 STJ {T(5)=21500 . 
23 STEP(1 )= 0 . 05 
24 ST~P(2)=200 . 
25 ST~P(3)= STAAT(3)/6. 
26 ST~P(4)=~T.ART(4)/10 . 
27 ST.t,P(5)=300. 




31 I .t'ORri=O 
32 Nw.i \/ AL=0 
33 PEHTHB=0 .7 
34 70 DO 369 KKK=1 , N 
35 DO 3 III=1,NL1 
36 IF(KXK-III)1 , 2,1 
37 1 P(K.rJ<,III)=STP.f..T(III) 
38 G-0 TO 3 
39 2 P(Khi~,III)=START(III)+STEP(III) 
40 3 F(III)=P(lvJ<~,III) 
41 TI DEX=1 
42 CALL lUNCTN 
43 IF(IID'ORlvi.GT . IZERO)GO TO 21 
4-4 6 CON11I1'JUE 
45 FN(KhK)=iUNC 




50 DO 40 K=1 ,N 
51 1NrlITE ( 3, 1 06 )K 
52 106 .r'ORiv1AT( '0' , 'POINT '12, ' IS AT') 
53 WRITE( 3,107) (P(K,I),I=1,NL1) 
54 107 F01~foAT(/11 H ( 8E15 .4)) 
55 vV:8.I'rb(3 , 108).ii'N (K) 
56 108 FOR •. 1AT ( 'o ', ' l"Ur-.Jc·rroN v ALun= '111 . Lf-) 
5 7 40 C ON 1r INl.f£ 
58 99 1V~ V OtlY=MAX 
59 DO 7 1=1 ,NL1 
60 SUh'1=0 . 
A14. 
61 DO 8 K=1 , N 
62 8 SU~=SU~+P(h,I) 
63 7 P(N+1 , I)=SUM/tN 
64 SUM:O . 
65 DO 12 K=1 ,N 
66 1 2 SUI1ibSUr1 +FN( K) 
67 AVFN=SUM/EN 
68 DO 13 K=1 , N 
69 DtV(K)=AVFN-~I (K) 
70 Il(D~v(K))14 , 13 ,13 
71 14 DBV(K)= - DBV(K) 
72 13 ~ttitOR(K)=DEV(K)/AVFN 
73 DO 15 K= 1 , N 
74 IF(ERROh(K) - STOPCR)15,16,16 
75 15 CONTINlJ.t. 
76 MINP0S=1 
77 GO TO 19 
78 80 cor TINUE 
79 IF(i'4STOP)17,18 ,17 
80 18 WRITE(3, 100) (P(N+1 ,I) : I::1 , NL1) 
81 100 ~,Oh1~1AT( /11 H iV1INilv11JM AT ( 8E1 5. Lt-)) 
82 \,iRIT"i(3,101 )NiviEVAL,FI (1 +1) 
83 101 ~ 0.8.wiAT( '0 I 'I AiTER '13' I HUI CTIO .r:,VAuUATIONu . !o1:.i.11L 1U~.1 1~J:·c .1.'IOlY V 
1 ALllli= ' B11 . 4) 
84 IF ( IN.B'Ob.~1) 17, 17, 60 
85 60 WKIT~(3,102) 
86 102 ~ 01Hv1hT( '0 I' ' EI°D oii, SLiffiCH I) 
87 C .. \11 EV AL 
88 Lt!, ( INiORN1 . GT IZr,.8 ()) GC :20 21 
89 17 NS ' 0P= &S TOP+1 
90 ll( 1-1 STOP-ISTGAP)71 ,20,20 
91 71 IF ( 1 • 0 - FN(l +1 ) /FrJPkEV )72, 2J, 72 
A15 . 
92 72 :tNPID;V=iN(N+1) 
93 DO 73 1=1 , NL1 
94 START(I)~P(N+1 ,I) 
95 73 STEP( I) :::PERTHB:::sTAAT( I) 
96 v·RITi( 3, 74) 
97 74 FOfuvlA'.r( ' o ' , ' S11;ARCH 1 ow s11 : _ _ '_; '3 AG-AI N .t!"'OL1OVI NG p.1.:,1-;~J.8.BATioN· ABOUT r 
1 rr r_:i cENTtlOID , ) 
98 GO TO 70 
99 20 INiOR1Vt=1 
100 GO TO 18 
1 01 1 6 IvilNPOS=O 
1 02 19 FN1viAX=0 . 
103 DO 22 K:::1 , N 
104 IF( FN( K) - Ftfri!AX) 22, 23 , 2.3 
105 23 .B'Nlv1AX=EN(K) 
1 06 1'fi..AX=K 
107 22 CONTINUE 
108 IF(i\1iINPOS )81 , 81 ,82 
1 09 82 INDEX= 2 
110 DO 10 I=1 ,NL1 
111 1 0 F (I) =P( l'l+ 1 , I) 
11 2 CALL 1'UNC TN 
11 3 IF ( INFORrti . GT . IZERO) GO TO 2/1 
114 11 FN(N+1):::iUNC 
11 5 I B' ( F 1 ( N + 1 ) - f. I r:u\ ~ ) J O , G J , 8) 
116 83 WtlIT:2:(3,800) 
117 800 .D10R.1 ·iAT( IO' ' ' H~LL f 'OUFD' ) 
118 GO TO 25 
119 81 IF(1.11.fuX-h'tl~~vORY)24, 75 ,2lt-
120 75 IF(INDCTR-1)25,76,25 
1 21 76 KN'l'E.CT=l~ TRCT+ 1 
122 IF(KNTtlCT-3)25,77 ,77 
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123 77 FNSEC=O . 
124 DO 78 K=1 ,N 
125 TF(K- ~M)79 ,78,79 
126 79 I.t(BN(K) - J!., ·iSEC)78,777,777 
127 777 FiSEC=FN(K) 
1 28 MSECND=K 
129 78 CONTINUE 
1 30 lYi.AX=h.SECND 
1 31 NiAThXP=1 
132 GO TO 24 
133 25 EXFAC=EXPNSN 
134 rll.AYEXP=O 
135 INDCTR=1 
136 DO 26 1=1 >NL1 
137 26 P(foAX,I)=P(N+2,I) 
138 GO TO 66 
139 24 INDCTR=2 
140 KNTtlCT=O 
141 IF(l'i1AYEXP)27 ,27 ,9 
1 42 9 r Nlv1IN=FNlViAX 
143 DO 50 K=~ ,N 
144 IF(FN(K)-FNl'IIIN)51 ,51 ,50 
145 51 .b'1~111lN=FN( K) 
146 50 CON'rlNlTE 
147 52 I.F'(t'l lVtAX-BlGtiOP~::.r\ ' 1v.rn27 ,27 , 28 
148 28 bx.B'AC=HOPSZE:::EXF AC 
149 INDCTI{= 3 
150 27 DO 29 1=·1 ,NL1 
·\ 51 29 P(1•11.AX ,l )=P(N+1 , I) +LXli'AC* (P( N+·\ , l )-P ( fo.AX , I)) 
152 66 DO 67 1=1 ,NL1 
1 5 3 6 7 F ( I ) = P ( 1v1AX , l ) 
154 INDEX=3 
A'i 7 . 
155 CP-iLL EVAL 
15 6 Ii ( I l FOR.11 . G~:" IZERO) GO '.110 21 
157 30 Ft:(~.11AX)=l~U JC 
158 31 I.F(1 .. :~PATH)32 ,4s32 
159 32 VIBI'rE(3,902) (P(T,t_AX.I) ,I=1, NL1) 
160 902 fOR··iAT(/13H J>Ti,\oi POII 1' AT (S:E15 . Lf-)) 
-1 61 Ii ( I -DC rri · -~ ) 3 3 , ?: 4 , 3 5 
·1 62 33 1 iRJ.T.e, ( 3, -1 03) lr~,iE v AL·" 1.~P.X, FI{( I<J,.X ) 
1 63 103 FORhA'r( ' o' , 'AFTER , 13, 1 s·r.1!,PS; Y~PLACES POII T ' I2 , , po11ow1NG cor 
1 ,,, ' . 'TI01'·1 l J ,J _l_; • , ·- -.ml(JT-r · 1u ·· "' o-·,, ' '' 1.A 4) .tlJ l_.;..:__ 1'. \,il.'..J DJ __ ( •. l.... .. . t-:: .l.l .!.= i.., I • 
-164 GO 'l'O 4 
1 65 34 -v~RITE ( 3 '1 04) r r-.E1,' AL' 1\:i.A.~(: I'i·J ( !' 11.AX) 
1 66 1 o4 F01{1'· ,vr( 'o 1 , , ]u, ' ___ <R. 'T3, , S'l'.r,PS, RE:?LAc r;; s POIN'l' 1 T2 ~ , ~ ' , 2L:-X , ' lUNCTI 
1 on VALU-E A'l' I'·?J POJJJT= 'E-; i .4) 
1 67 GO 'l10 L:-
1 68 35 ·, /HITE ( 3, 1 03) I11·,~V!\.1: r/r A:· .,Ft( iVdCJ 
1 69 105 ro1-ti'1~fl~T( 'of : • A.1tr.t:H : i.3; 1 ...., 7BPS, .2r:P1.A.c11;s POIN·r ' 12, , 1110110 IIFG- iXP 
1 N;sro~r. ~~uncTIOl" VAI}JI~ 1:i.1· 11.n~v{ POIN::= 1 E1 -j • L:.) 
170 GO 'i'O 4 
1 71 4 DO Goo I='i } I\f;-_,~ 
-1 72 600 P(li+2,I)=F(iJ-v'i ,_=) 
173 GO fO 99 
1 7 Li- 21 C OTJ'J:IffdE 
175 S1.LOP 
-176 r~ 1 
. 
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B. J:!;valuntion of the Funct i on - Insertions in the Nin.in Progr m:1 
The function 8V~luation used here to describe t he method of cofilput ation 
is t hat which was used for equation (1 ,45) , suitably corrected f or spherical 
diffusion . If this is t '.lken ns t he basic p:::-ogrn::i , only a f ew raodif'ica tions 
ar e needed t o adapt to t he cases r epr esented by equations (1 .48 ), (1 . 36) or 
(1 . 35 ). These Llodi fications are described later . 
Par t of the function evaluation vu_,s int oduced into the 0ain _p rogram . 
This s egment, which was concerned oninly with t he cowputation of constants, 
is given in T~ le AII. It also includes t he ex-per~uent a l and oth8r data 
r equired for t ne progr am . 
In Table AII stateQ~nts 1 to 13 are plGced before statewent 1 in 
Table AI while stateoents 14 onwards are inserted bet1een 5 and 6 in 'fable AI . 
State~ent s 19 to 61 are concerned with the evaluation of the coaff'icients 
w. for the series for ¢(H) r epresented by equations (1 . 24b) and (1 .25b). 
J 
Since r(I<.) lS undefined when K is a negative integer ' the series ITlc,Y have 
only 6 t er os. Tho I . B. fo . conpiler for .FOtl1rRAN DJ (sublevel G) supplies a 
built-in function Gluv11v1.A. (DG.AivilvlA for doubl8 precision ) which operates only for 
positive values of K. Values of' r(K) for negative K must be d~riv8d through 
the r elation 
l( K) = l(K+i.i) ...... (A . 30 ) 
The values fo r w
1 
to w6 ar c s t orcd ns H.COI
1S '1 ( ·1 ) , LC u1 ~'r( 2), etc . 
Al 9 . 
In the 2-ctual coupu ,ati0n it was found to be convenient to express 
¢(H) 
/ 1 r- \ 
for sr:iall values of H in a form based on that due to lliatsuda and Ayabe ./ ; 
so that 
¢(H) = 3H - ·- + 20 
~. _j_~(J).+7) 
\ j 3 -; l •I 14 
L ( - 1 ) (3j+10) \ · !73I+14 j=1 I=1 . , 14 ) 
...•.• (A . 31) 
This equation is r:iathematically equiv~l~nt to (1 .24a) and (1 . 24b) . State-
ments 62 to 71 are concerned with the cooputation qf the product 
-~ 1-(31+7) 
I ,-\ '_ 1 L~ \ This is stored as PRODCT( 1:) to PHODCT( 60). It should be 
I= 1 ! ( 3 I~: 4) . 
noted that the DOUBLE PREClSIOI specificntion f8 r MLTPLR (see stateL1ent 2) 
overrides the usual requireLlent in FORT.R.Af, (that int~ger variable naL1e s start 
with the letters I to N) which would otherwise have led IviLTP1R( 1) to MLTPLR( 60) 
Equation (A . 31 ) is used to C['.lculnJ~e ~(H) for values of H up to 4 . 0. 
( This differs froo the figure 2 . 85 used by vVeber and. Koutecky( 14) , since it 
is possible with the conputer to use a 1a!'ge number of terus for the series . 
Equations ( 1 • 240.) and ( 1 • 24b) actu::tlly converge to the s o.oe figure for any 
value of H - ho· ·ever, for ex·~-- cue values a very large number of t erms is 
required before the series begins t o converge.) Up to 60 terms are r equired 
in the expansion, depending on the actu~l value of H. Th8 corresponding 
values for Xl\'iT and MAT (statouent 74 to 93) deteroine the nuober of t er os 
used. For exaople , if His l~ss t han XbT( 1) (=0 . 2), the nuober of t er ms r e -
quired is given by 1M~T( 1) ( =5). 1:· H is r eL t · ... thnn or equal 
A20 . 
to JCMT( 1) and l es s than .xlViT(2) (=0. 6) , the number of t er ms us ed is M.AT(2) 
HLG(1) t o HLG(15) and TLG(1) to TLG(15) (stateoents 94 to 123) store 
the corresponding values for Hand G(H) given in Table I . The following 
stnteuents up to and including 146 store various constants (e . g ., DENS(1) to 
( 
0 0 
DENS 5) represent the density of mercury at temperatures from 15 C to 55 C, 
BOLTZ r ep resents Boltznan ' s constant nnd PLAN.CK r \._;p r cser..ts Plc.uck! .:3 constant). 
The stateoents following 146 list the experimental data at t emperatures 
fro M, 15°c to 55°c and th t t • t t l d" u1 caus e e compu er o prin ou 1e a ings . EXPTAU gives 
the drop ti11e , EXPTLI the u1easured polarographic current (twice i 1; 2 ) and 
E.li:APT t he nnlf-wave potential r ef erred to the norri1al hydr ogen e l ectrode. 
CO C is t l e concentration ( in oillimo los per litre::;)} \. .t;IGHT :.:-cpr osents w2/ 3 
and ELCTRN the total nW'Jber of el ectrons i nvolved in t he r duction. 
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TABLE AII 
Function Evaluation - Additions to Main Pr ogr ar:1 
1 DOUBLE PRECISION RCONST(100) 
2 DOUBLE PllliCISION Tu LTPLR(100) , PRODCT(100) 
3 C01111':10N X11 T( 10) , ivu T( 10) 
4 CONuV1 0l~ IZ:.SRO 
5 co-~1lil ON HLG( 15) ' TLG( 15) :FIFTY 
6 co· U'liON .ttATABF(5) , aAT.ALB( 5) , ~L-;.T.FOR (5) ,RATBCK(5) ,1-tATSillv'l(5) , B(5) , 
1 H(5) , DENS (5) 
7 C01vtl'110N PHI(5) 
8 BXPTLI(5) , EXPTAU(5),EEXPT(5) 
9 COivilV10N THRBY7 , RCO JST ,iviLTPLR , PRODCT 
10 COM1v10N R1 ,AVOGA.D , GASCON , DETi.rJS , POISCN , BOLTZ , PLJu'{CK , F.ARAD ,R2 
11 COil/i.1"10I O ..1:./Tiiu , i ~v ,OTHD , G1;ESIX , -:-1"-:_U,.1. , A, 7~IGHT , ELCTRN, COr C 
1 2 C m.r1iv10N RO OTP I 
13 COlv11i ON X .,PHIV .AL., THEV AL 
14 DOUBLE P.rl.ECISION Ei2,E22 
15 DOUBLE PRECISION EG- , E1 , E2 
16 DOUBLB PRECISI ON E1 1 ,E21 ,E1 G!J11 ,E2GAM 
17 DOUBLb P.l:lliCISION PIVALU , ARGTOP,ARGBOT 
18 IZERO=O 
19 THRBY7= - 0 . 42857142857 
20 E11=(THRnY7+1, )/2~ 
21 E21=(THRBY7+2 . )/2. 
22 RCONST( 1 )=-2 . * (DGAhM.A(E21 ) jDGArirf1.A(E11 ) ) 
23 E1 2= ( 2 n ~TBRBY7+1 • ) /2. 
24 E22=(2 . *THRBY7+2 . )/2. 
25 RCO ST( 2 )= -2 . )::RCO ST( 1 ) ::-( DG /l~ J·tA(E22) /DGAJ<Yu _(E1 2)) 
26 DO 555 I=3,6 




30 E1=(~G+1 .)/2. 
31 E2=(EG+2. )/2. 
32 IF(E1-1.)_341,341,342 
33 342 E1GAM=DGAMMA(E1) 
34 GO TO 346 
35 341 DO 343 N=1,10 
36 E1=E1+1. 
37 IF(E1-1 .)343,343,344 
38 343 CONTINUE 
39 344 E1 GAM=DG.AMMA(E1 ) 
40 DO 345 M=1 ,N 
41 ENi=M 
42 EN=N 
43 345 E1GAM=E1GAM/(E1+EM-1,-EN) 
44 346 CONTINUE 
45 IF(E2-1.)351,351,352 
46 352 E2G.A1Y1.;::DG.AMMA(E2) 
47 GO TO 356 
48 351 DO 353 N=1,10 
49 E2=E2+1. 
50 IF(E2-1.)353,353,354 
51 353 CO TINUE 
52 354 E2GM'=DG.AMM.A.(E2) 
53 DO 355 M=1 ,N 
54 EM=M 
55 EN=N 
56 355 E2GAM=E2G.AM/(E2+EM-1 .-EN) 





61 555 CONTINUE 
62 DO 396 1=1 ,60 
63 At{GTOP= (3.*I+7.)/14. 
64 ARGBOT=( 3.*I+14.)/14. 
65 lLTPLl{ (I) =DGMiivlA( .ARG'.11 OP) jDG.1 .... •.J.1 .. J.( .. .RG-BO'.I1) 
66 396 CONTINUE 
67 PtlODCT(1 )=NiLTPLR(1) 
68 DO 395 1=2,60 
69 J=I-1 
70 PtlODCT(I)=PRODCT(J)*MLTPLR(I) 
71 395 C ON'.11INUE 
7 2 l'b NP .AR.AM+ 1 
7 3 E1 =NP AR.Alv1+ 1 
74 Xr~1T( 1 )=.2 
75 JQ.1T( 2 )=. 6 
76 X1.'LT(3)=1 . 
77 XlV1T( 4 )=1 . 4 
78 XlVT(5)=1.8 
79 Xl~T(6)=2 . 
80 Xli!iT( 7) =2 . 4 
81 Xll/iT( 8 )=2 . 8 
82 XI,1T( 9 )=3 . 4 




87 lvt.AT( 4 )=20 
88 foAT(5)=25 
89 niT(6)=30 
90 T! -lT(7)=35 
91 l\1AT(8 )=40 
92 . iAT( 9 )=50 
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93 IfiAT( 10 )=60 
94 HLG( 1 )= . 01 
95 HLG(2)= . 05 
96 HLG(3 )= .1 
97 HLG(4)= .2 
98 HLG(5 )=.5 
99 HLG(6)=1 . 
100 HLG(7)=2 . 
101 HLG(8)=2 .5 
102 H1.;G(9)=3 . 
103 HLG( 10)=5 · 
104 H:LG( 11)=10 . 
105 HLG( 12)=15. 
106 HLG(13)=20 . 
107 HLG ( 1 4) = 30 • 
108 HLG( 15)=50 . 
109 TLG(1)= . 00005 
110 TLG(2)= .00058 
1 1 1 TLG( 3 )= . 00172 
112 TLG(4)= .00643 
113 TLG( S)= .03129 
114 TLG(6): . 08808 
115 'l1LG( 7 )= , 19809 
116 TLG(8 )= . 24328 
117 TLG(9)= . 28255 
118 TL (10)= , 39064 
119 TLG(11)= .51286 
120 TLG( 12)= .56474 
121 rn1G(13)= .59324 
122 TLG( 14-) =. 62321 
123 TLG( 15 ):;; • 64771 





























I _,, () 
DENS(2 )=13.534o 
DENS(3)=13. 5095 
DENS ( 4 )=13 .4851 
Di1S(5)=13 . 46075 





GASCON=R1/(6 . 0*PIVALU*AVOGAD) 
DETENS=2 
RECIPR=8 . 626E+4 
POISCN=1 .OjRECIPR 
BOLTZ=1 . 38053E-1 6 
PL.ANCK=6 . 62554E- 27 
.i?ARAD=23062 . 
R2=1 .9872 
0I nTHD=1 . /3. 
Tvv OTHD= 2 • /3 . 
ONESIX=1./6 . 
BARAY=96491 . 2 
A:::1 .505*((4. )**0NETHD)*F.ARAY*(0 . 003**TWOTHD)/(PIVALU**ONESIX) 
FIFTY=2 . *((4000.*PIVALU/3 . )**0NETHD)/1 . 5052 
CONC=0 . 01 
WEIGHT=4 . 7724 
iXPTLI(1 )=0 .1518 
EXPTLI(2):::0 .1788 
BXPTLI(3)=0 . 2178 
EXPTLI(4)=0 . 2568 
EXPTLI(5)=0 . 2982 
EXPTAU( 1 )=4. 011 





-157 EXPTAU( 4)=3.873 
158 EXPTAU(5)=3.820 
159 EEXPT(1 )=+0.0201 
160 EEXPT(2)=+0.0145 
161 EEXPT(3)=+0 .0069 
162 EEXPT(4)=+0 .0003 
'': 63 EEXP'l1(5 )=-0.0063 
16L1- ELCTRN=4 .0 
1 65 vffiITE (3,706) 
1 66 706 FORViAT( '0' , 'TflliSE CALCULATIONS ARE FOR METANITROANILINE ASSlIJ.illING A 
1 FOUR ELECTRON REDUCTION') · 
167 WRITE(3 , 602)CONC 
168 602 FORMAT('O','CONCENTRATION IN~. MOLES PE'R LITRE=' E11.4) 
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C. Evaluation of the Function - Subroutines EVAL and KTCKY 
Tables AIII and AIV list the related subroutines EVAL and KTCKY . To 
ensure com~on storage with the main program, between statements 1 and 2 in 
each Table are inserted statements 1 to 13 in Table All , followed by state-
ments 1 to 5 in Table Al. 
Subroutine EVAL takes each particular set of values of the parameters 
supplied by the main program and computes the required function. ~his is the 
sum of squares of the differences between the e:q)erimentally observed current 
at each temperature and the current calculated from the parameters (i.e . , the 
particular set of parameters supplied by the ~ain program) . This is returned 
to the main program as FUNG. 
In EVAL the parameters whose values are being sought are described by 
the variable names ALPHA, ENRGYF , THICK, RADIUS and ENRGYB (statements 16 to 
20) . ALPHA, THICK and RADIUS represent u, 
equation (1 .45) is used) ENRGYF r epr esents 
µ and r. In this case (-chere 
0 
+ + 
6Gf~ and ENRGYB r ep r esents 6Gf;. 
Subroutine KTCKY computes corresponding values of ~(H) and G( H) for 
values of H supplied by EVAL . The common variable X supplies the particular 
value of H to KTCKY, which then returns j(H) and G(H) as PHIVAL ~nd TH.EVAL. 
EVAL is also used to print out the final information required once the 
search for the least sum of squares has been terminated. This is done by 
placing groups of WRITE statements throughout the program headed by IF 
statements of the form IF(INFORl i). For a normal evaluation -~· e integer 
variable 1 ~ORM is set at zero and these WRITE statements are skipped . 
When the mai program terminates the 3earch Il\1FORlvl is set equal to unity . 
1 
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The IFs now channel the program through the \FhITE statements so that the 
requisite data are printed out . 
The function evaluation mus t also set up bounQaries to eliminate 
physical impossibilities. To save computin0 t~me it is useful also to 
eliminate i mprobabilities. 
Statements 21 to 30 in Table AIII cover the impossibilities . For 
example , when one of t he parameters has a negative value, the calculation of 
the sum of squares of differences is skipped by setting :B'UNC at a very high 
value (statements 116 to 126) . 
An improbable value for H has a similar effect (statem~nts 74 , 75 , 81 
and 82) . Generous bounds are set by XLO\IBR (=0 . 05) and XHIGHER (=30 . 0) . 
If a given set of parameters gives a value for ti outsiQe this range (o.t thG 
half- wav~ potential H should give a value for ¢(H) of the order of 0 . 5) 
further computations of the sum of squares are discontinued and iUNC set t o 
a high value . In this case a message is printod indicating whether H was 
high or low and at which temperature the difficulty occurred . 
The uost essential part of EVAL is the DO loop froo statem~nt 46 to 
111 . This is traversed five tines, each corresponding to a particular temp -
erature (see st~teoents 48 and 49) . The variab le names contained in t his 
loop correspond to the quantities (or convenient groupings of them) contained 
in equation (1 . 45) and those other equations necessary t o define its t eros . 
The names chosen, were possible, are of a descriptive nature. The correct-
ion for spherical diffusion has been applied to (1 .45) . 
Subroutine K'11CKY (riable AIV) is straightforward . StateDent 4 defines 
A2'} . 
which s eries expansion is used to Cc, lculate ¢(H). Stateraents 11 to 18 con-
stitute the evaluation of the Matsuda form of the series (6 to 9 having set 
the number of t erms needed in the expansion). The Koutecky series expansion 
for inverse powers of His coraputed by statements 21 to 27. 
The function G(H) is found by linear interpolation on a plot of 12.g_ H 
versus~ Q(H) (statements 29 to 42) using the t abulated values of Hand 
G(H) (s ee Table I) which were inserted in the main program and stored in the 
COM1v10N block . For values of H below or above the range of values given in 
t he Table I, G(H) is set equal to zero or 0.6884¢(H). 
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TABLE AIII 
Function Evaluation - SUBROUTINE EVAL 
1 SUBROUTINE EVAL 
2 DilvlENSION THETA(5) 
3 DLviE SION H2(5) ,PHI2(5) , THETA2(5) 
4 DOUBLE PIIBCISION T(5) , VISCOS(5) , Dli'FUS(5) 
5 DOUBLE PRLCISION THEORI(5) , DIFF(5) 
6 5 ID.:i.t V AL=NiviliV AL+ 1 
7 IF ( I lYiEV AL- hAX:V AL) 200,201 , 201 
8 201 v~KITE(3 , 11o)FN(7) , ER.ROR(7) 
9 11 O F01t1v1AT( ' 0' , ' Iii.AXIl'v1UiVi NUivtB~ 0~, .FUNCTION EVALUATIONS EXCEEDED . ~,UNCT 
110N VALUE AT CENTROID= ' E11 . 4,2X , 'ERROR AT CENTKOID= ' E11. 4) 
10 KCRIT=1 
11 IN.B'OR.lv1=1 
12 200 CONTINUE 
1 3 ENTRY FUNCTN 
14 IUNITY=1 
15 ZEKO=IZERO 
16 ALPHA=F( 1) 
17 ENRGYF= (2) 
1 8 THICK=F(3) 
19 RADIUS=F(4) 
20 ENRGYB=~(5) 
21 IF (ALPHA) 300 , 300 , 301 
22 301 CONTINUE 
23 It(THICK)300,300,302 
24 302 CON1rINUE 
25 IF(R;ill I US)300 ,300 , 303 
2 6 30 3 C ON'1·INU~ 
27 L:'(ALPHA- 1 . 0)304 , 304,300 
28 304 CON INUE 
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29 IF(ENRGYB.LT. ZERO) GO TO 300 
30 IF(ENRGYF .LT. ZERO) GO TO 300 
31 IF(INl0.f{u)409 ,409,202 
32 202 CONTINUE 
33 V1RITE( 3, 90 )STAAT( 1), START( 2) ,START( 3) ,START( 4) ,START(5) 
34 90 FORNLAT( '0' ,'THE STARTING POINTS WERE ' ,5X,E11.4,5X,E11.4,5X,E11 .4,5 
1X,E11.4,5X,E11.4) 
35 v·fRITE ( 3, 91 )STEP( 1 ) ,STEP( 2) ,STEP(3) ,STEP( 4) ,STEP(5) 
36 91 l!ORi,,1.AT( ' 0 ', 'THE INITIAL S1'EP RATIOS -v11ERE.'1X,E11.4,4X,E11.4,5X,E11. 
14,5X,E11.4,5X,E11.4) 
37 WRITE(3,403) F(1 ),F(2),F(3),F(4),F(5) 
38 403 FOtl~iAT( '0', 'ALPHA=' E13 .6,1X,' F. ENERGY='F13 .6,1X, 'LAThR THICK.='E1 
A3 .6,1X, 'RADIUS='~13.6,1X,'B. ENERGY='E13.6) 
39 409 CONTINUE 
40 SUl½SQ=O . 
/~1 IF( INFORfo )203 ,203, 204 
42 204 CONTINUE 
43 YlRITE( 3,400) 
44 400 FOlliYiAT( '0', ' TEiVtP.ti:tlATURE' ,2X, 'VISCOSITY' ,4X, 1DIFF.COEFF. ',2X, ' AB . RA 
1 ~E CON' ,2X, ' .fUi..TE CONST.' ,2X , 'TllliOR.CUR.tl. ',2X, 'EXPTL.CURR. ',2X, ' DRO 
2P TD,i"B' ,4x, 'E . HALF POT . , ) 
45 203 CONTINUE 
46 DO 315 1=1 ,5 
L~7 .bl=I 
l~ T(I)=278 .1 6+10 .0*EI 
49 TEiviP=T (I) 
50 FUDGE=1984 .7/TENiP 
51 VISCOS(I)=POISCN*~XP(FUDGE) 
52 VISC=VISCOS(I) 




























DH OP'rhi1=EXP'I'AU ( I) 
iORV'lRD=ENHGl'F /(E2~::TL~ 7?) 
BACKlivD=L N.t(GYB/(R2::~TEfoP) 
T1':iILLR=THICK':<SQRT( DEINST'!·DROPTr,1) /nOOTPI 
CO~ sr11T=( ( BOLTZ*Ti1,i:P )/?LANC~r )*Tl\11ILLR 
RATJ~SF (I) =CONSTTpXP ( 1:· QR\·;RD) 
P.1\TABB( l)=C0t-:3T'I'jEXP ( B.f\.CKWD) 
VOLTGE== ( !J~TEIJs ::,p .fut.AJ~:-.i:,lL\LI?) /(R2:::T.tiMP) 
EiP0:;=2--= ( i r --!_I,PH.1 . ) ~:~vcii~rG.~ 
RATi01 l (I ) =RlT.A3J_i1 ( J) :':LXP ( E XPCHP) 
HA'l'HCK( I) =rtA'.l'ABB ( I) ,:,txP ( ~XPONF) 
1) 1-TSU1\i ( J) =RAT.B'OR ( I)-:-, ATBCK( I) 
B (I)= ( RAr.lr.r!'(' i_ (I):: C ONC) / RA'TS LJt1L (I) 
H( I) =2. ,:,RAi'iOR( I) =!·SQH'l( D .. tOPT~.n /( SQRT ( DEINS·.r) ::'.1 • 505 2) 
X=H(I) 
XLO '/EH= . 05 
XHIGHR=30. 
Jy ( X. LT . XLO'AE1l) GO TO '1 62 
I.r' (,C Gr-:1 "XHIGHi-i.) (~0 TO 1 60 
Clh,L KTCIC[ 
PHI (I) =i- lIT\T l\L 
78 TH.r;~11.( I)='rI-IBV !~ L 
1r2 (I) ~2 . ::c.R_ATBCK( I) ::-SQ 1:t'.11 ( DROPil1i1i ) /( SQRT( Di I r ST) *1 • 5052) 
80 X=-H2(I) 
L-_··1 --r ( r n YT o· .r ,-) \ r: () ...,, __ 0 ,.,I G2 u ..1. .A . • .LI .i.' - .t..1 1 'vv.t'·l l) 1..-
82 11" ( ~L G'.11 •• KHI G ii-{) GO TC -1 GO 
83 C1\LL .t\.TClCT 
84 PHI2(l)=PHIVAJ.1 
85 THETA2( I)=l1HE\1AL 
86 205 C01 TIIruB 
87 Crl1.RAC= JQl. T( DR0.2T1'11 ~:-D~ I NST /J.~IG-H'i1) 
A33 -
88 S v1ALL=b1 IFTYt.: ( DEl S ( I ) :::*ONETHD) *CH.ARAC 
89 SPHILK=(1 .+34. 7*CH.ARAC+100.*CH.ARAC*CHARAC) 
90 SPHKTY=-FHI ( I ) - S ·1iALL* (. 6884*PHI ( I ) - TfilTA( I ) ) 
91 PHI i0=PHI2(I) - SnALL}::( . 6884,::pHI 2(I) - TH8TA2( I )) 
92 PnISUl,1=SPHKTY+(rt.ATFOTt( I) *PHITV!O-RA.TBCK( I) *SPHKTY ) /(RATFOR( I) - RATB 
1 CK( I))) 
93 Q=SPHILK*PHISIB!1 
94 B(I)=CONC 
95 Tl-lliOtlI( I)= ( 6 . /7,) * A:i.::t;LCTRN*VIBIGHTt.:B( I) ~Q*SQRT( DE INST) / ( (BENS ( I ) *,;:T 
A\v OTHD) ::. 3: R~ ( D..:lC?Tt~) ) 
96 Tl-lliO~Y=THEORI(I) 
97 EXPTAL= . 5 :: ~XPTLI (I) 
98 DI~1F(I)=THEOHY- EXPTAL 
99 DEVATN=DTu,F(I) 
1 00 Su .1SQ=SUlv1S ~+D.SVATN~::D VAT;T 
101 BACKAB=nAT1-J3B(I) 
1 02 ACKRT=kA'~BCK( I) 
103 RATtCN=tlATFOR(I) 
104 h .... TEAB=l ATAB:B'( I) 
105 I.r(I ORi-11)31 5 , 315 , 206 
1 u6 206 C 01 TI lV.8 
107 vffi.ITE( 3,401 )TEMP , VISC., DEIT,TS'r ~l?A'118!\..R :HATE C~T: 'rI-IEORY , EXPTAL , DROPTi1•1 ~ F 
1ALF 
108 401 FOD1iAT( '0 ' ,E11 . 4:2X ,E11 . 4 , 2X,E11 . 4,2X , E11 . 4,2X , E1 1 . 4 , 2X , E11 . 4,2X , F 
111 . 4,2X , E11 . 4,2X E11 . 4) 
109 •IRIT.E( 3,499 )'r.81'1?, VISC , DEINST , BACKAB , BACKRT , X, PHI( I) , THETA( I) , SPHIL 
AK 
11 0 499 .FOR.1v1AT( ' 0' ,E11 . 4 , 2X,B11 . 4,2X,E11 . 4,2X,E11 . 4,2X,E11 . 4,1X , 'X'E11 . 4 , 1 
AI .. , ' PH'~11 . 4,1X , ' TH'B11 ~4,1X, ' SP'E11 .4) 
111 315 CO rrr 'HIE 
112 FUNC=SUM n 
113 GO TO 320 
I 
A34. 
11 \ 1 -10 ~ 1•.l J.1L \ j, 1 t;1 ) I 
~1 15 1 61 .l?GillviAT( 'O' , 'H W.AS TOO HIGH AT TE:MP '13) 
116 350 CONTINUE 
117 CnUD=1 . OE+24 
11 8 FUNC=THICK>;;CtlUD /(ENRGYF + l\TRGYB) 
119 lii'(FUNC -1 00 .0)311,312,312 
120 162 \{1tITi(3 , 163 )I 
1 21 1 63 FORivi.AT( 'O' , 'H WAS TOO LOW AT TEMP' 13) 
122 311 CONTINUE 
123 FUNC=(ENRGYF+ENRGYB)/THICK 
~ 2Lf- 31 2 CONTil'flJE 
125 GO TO 320 
126 300 FUNC=1 .OE+20 
·1 27 320 CONTINUE 
128 






Function Evaluation - SUBROUTINE KTCKY 
1 SUBtlOUTINE KTCKY 
2 DOUBLE PR.t.CISION s-'"'lIBS , SUivI 
3 I JNI'l1Y=·1 
4 I](X- 4 . )399 , 399 , 398 
5 399 COi l.I' InJL 
6 DO 1 70 r:U·/i}ii=1 , 1 0 
8 I.H' ( X o L'r o X ·11rr ( Ivilvib) ) GO TO 1 71 
9 1 70 C ONTII'fLJE 
10 171 CO rTINUE 
11 HBY2=X/2. 
1 2 Sb!tl~S::: ( 3 . /20 .) *X 
13 DO j06 J=1 , 11,i.ATSDA 
14 E=J 
15 JPLUS1=J+1 
1 6 s~1 .1~~s=-.3L1{IJS + ( ( -1 ) ,:,*J) *( 3. /( _:s . *~~ -: o. , ) ::,p _-w:u c= ( J) ::, (.dBY2* *JP1us1 ) 
17 PHIV AL= ( 7 . /3.) ~.cR00TPit.·SE1{I5S 
18 306 C0l'/i1111.JlJlJ 
19 GO TO 3~7 
20 398 CONfll'flf~ 
21 SUi•:i=1 . 
22 DO 307 II=1 ,6 
23 ~=II 
24 cm =1Lco ST( II) 
25 SUlli=~Ll"+(7./(7 .-3. *E))*crn/(X**II) 
26 PHIV AL=SUi1:1 
27 307 CON'l'l UE 
28 397 COlTINUD 
A36. 
29 DO 150 ILOG=1 ,1 5 
30 JLOG=ILOG-1 
31 IE(X . LT .HLG(ILOG)) GO TO 151 
32 150 CONTINUE 







GO 'I10 153 
Ii(JLOG . LT . IUNITY) GO '.I10 152 
SLOP~=(ALOG1 o(HLG( JLOG) )- ALOG1 O(HJ,r' r ILOG))) /(ALOG1 o( 'I'LG( JL OG- )) ... _/I.LO 
AG10( TLG( ILOG))) 
THINT=A10G10(HLG(JLOG)) - SLOPE*A~OG 10(TLG(JLOG)) 
THTALG=(ALOG10(X) - THINT)/SLOPE 
THEVAL = ( 1 o):o::THTALG) 
GO TO 153 
41 152 THEVAL=O . 




D. 1 , o a.~ 1· 1· i· c " ti· ,... ·~ s + o ""he B ··, ,. i· c :::ir · o ,. .,.., . .., , , 
_.; _ ___ H __ v_ 1_. _• _ v _ _ L-__ _ ~-~--~-h~.:=.;;:_ 
that necessary fur --'chc exa1aination of equation (1 . 45) c The necessary chong e s 
for chd i:::1vGs tiga tion of equations ( 1 • 4-<']) .~ ( "1 • j6 ) nnd ( 1 • 35) are : 
(a) Eguc, tic:'.'1 ( 1 • h:..,) : T~1e c ~--io.,,.1g(.; s involve tne introduction of t t e addi tion <:.1 1 
para1ueter q . In tl ~ Liain pro0 r~:m (T2.ble l~I) NP.li..RAivi=6 r eplac e s NPA.~AiV1=5 and in 
_r_; fiUJ ('l·a1) lc AIII) an c.:.dd::.tional statGI,:8nt is p l cc sd e:·tt; r 20 suc~1 tLut 
~\fALlJ1=i(6). A s1.itr~blo I:b' s t ate1;}ent s nou l c"'t. fullo'd to s e t £.10 ·c a t a h i gh 
vLlue fo r q ~ 0 or ~ 1 . Tho continuat ion c a rd of the v r riab l0 PHISU~ 
(s t o.temi:;nt 92) is now odded to so t hr.:. t t~1c ·whole staterwnt now r e o.ds 
PlUSU •,'1=SPHKTY+( (hA'riOH( I) *PHI'IWO- RATBCK( I) ~::sPHKTY) / (RA'rFOR( I ) - HATB 
1 CK~ I;) 1 ·:· ( 1 +QVALU:C) • 
1;'or cases r:h0 ]. .... G q c2.n b e tL:.l:.0n .'.:.S ·~mi ty ni thout ouch error , ( 1 +QV ALUE) in 
the continuation of t~1e c:.bove statement car.. be rep l a c e d by 2 . c.~1d tLd o ther 
ch::--.ngc::s 1.10ntioned n - -~ d not b e 1:1-'.:'.de . 
(b) ~c.u:.. ti 1: (-i . 36) : Int e sub r outine EVAL , 1'HnGY~"' is nm7 us ed to represent 
+ 
6G+ o.nd BNRGYB to r cn r €s•.nlt f 





Stc. t el.i1ents 77 to 85 ar ~ or.1i tted , o. s a r c sto.tewents 91 , 92 2nd 94 . (An nltern-
a.t ivc t o t t~l;;sl., o::iis.sio!'1S is to insE:rt GO 'i10 205 .'.1.f t c r stats.J0n t 78 . ) S t ate -
r'\ ,.., HI · ··· s ·- .....,.,T 
'(,=,:.H -· .Ll\.'' r lL_~·.1. 
( c) LOul-1 tion ( 1 • 35) : 1.!J.j :)I' cl tv r o.--cioi1s ury b c n&.de by put ting J}_.J _J:-{Al,.=1 in 
A38 
the ff1uin pror~r 2r.1 and omitting subroutine .KTCh.r and. 1:1any of the s t a. te1Jt::.: n t s 
in Tables AII and AIII . A simpler @odification follows . 
In the @~in progra@ STEP (1) , SYEP(2), STEP (3) Qnd STiP(5) are put 
Gqual to zero . In 1VAL , foll owing stateoent 56 (Table AIII), t he stateoent 
GO TO 205 is inserted . Sta.tem~nt 93 is r eplaced by Q=SPHILK and 97 by 












1 .000 x 10-5 Mat pH= 3 
Hg Colunn Height(cw.) 18 23 28 
, 
1 /(3 0 .1 820 0 .2156 0 .2492 
10.630 10.604 10.609 
0 .2535 0 .2777 0 .3006 
33 
0 .2823 






Hg Coluran Height(cn.) 18 20.5 23 25.5 28 30.5 
f 1 /(3 0.2002 0. 2176 0.2535 0.2688 til 10.466 10.432 10.574?10.424 
33 
I_ ld 0 .2746 0 . 2841 0.2994 0.3090 0.3336 0.3416 0.3624 
Hg ColUIJn Height(cn.) 18 
l 1 /(3 
20.5 23 
0 .2026 0.2218 
10.525 1 o . 495 
25.5 
0 .2878 0.3030 0 . 3168 0.3300 
28 30.5 
0 . 2585 0.2717 
10.569 1 o.4-4-7 
33 






Variation of the Dif'fusion Current and Mercury Coluran Height for Ortho-
nitroaniline 
1 .077 x 10-S Mand pH= 3 
Mercury Column Height(cn .) - 0 id at 25 C . t 35°C id a 
15 .5 0. 2455 
18. 0 0. 2549 0. 2862 
20 .5 0. 2582 0. 2986 
23 .0 0. 2714 0. 3147 
25 .5 0. 2853 0. 3286 
28 .0 0. 2998 0. 3459 
30 .5 0. 3111 0.3588 
33 .0 0. 3261 0. 3738 
35.5 0.3468 
38 .0 0. 3717 
TABLE A VII 
Drop Characteristics for Meta-nitroaniline 
Colunn Height(cm . ) 25°c 
1 /(3 w 1 /(3 
13.0 0.1835 1 O .465 
20 .5 0. 2032 
23 .0 0. 21 91 10 .434 0. 2211 
25 .5 0 . 2337 1 o.422 
28 .0 0. 2495 1 o.488 0. 2545 
30 .5 0. 2725 10. 357? 0. 2720 
33 .0 0. 2860 10 .437 
38 .0 0. 3205 1 o. 362? 
















Half-Wave Potentials for Para-nitroaniline at Various Temperatures 
(volts vs. S.C.E.) 
T( 0 c) 0.6 X 10-51vi 1 • 0 x 1 o-5rvr -5 1 .4 x 10 M 1.8 x 10-5M 
15 -0.329 -0.330 -0.329 -0.334 
25 -0.321 -0.332 -0.323 -0.327 
35 -0.316 - 0 . 316 -0.316 -0.320 
45 -0.313 -0. 312 -0.315 -0.316 
55 -0.309 - 0 .309 -0. 310 -0.314 
TABLE AIX 
Half- ave Potentials for Me ta-nitrouiiline at Various Teoperatures 
(volts vs. S.C.E.) 
















- 0 .242 
TABLE AX 




-0. 243 -0.239 
Half-Wave Potentials for Ortho-nitroaniline at Various Temperatures 
(volts vs. S.C. E.) 


















-0.287 - 0.289 
-0.284 -0.286 
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